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Thel'e w.ere rattlesnakes all around Arietta.. She had used up all her cartridges, and wa.s now de·
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Young Wild West at Rattlesnake Run
-OR-

ARIETT A'S DEAL WITH DEATH
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST AND GLITTERING GUS.

"Strangers, where are yer headin' fur?"
"TI.attlesnake Run, my friend."
"What are yer go in' there fur?"
"To try and strike it rich. Haven't you heard about the
immense amount of gold that has been found there lately?"
"Oh, I reckon I've heard all about that. I happen to
be ther one as found out that there was plenty of dust
there. I'm ther man what named ther camp Rattlesnake
Run, in fact. I'm Glitterin' Gus, ther Gold Dust Fiend,
I am!"
"Oh, is that so? Well, we are glad to know you, Glittering Gus."
"That's all right, too. You sairl that in a sorter sarcastic
way, I guess. But jest let me give you a little piece of advice: Rattlesnake Run ain't no place for your crowd. There's
more there now than there oughter be. By rights ther
whole place belongs to me, anyhow. You jest take ther gals
you've got with you and head fur some other place! That's
•
my advice."
The speakers were a rough-looking man and a handsome
young fel I ow of perhaps twenty years of age. Both were
mounted and each was at the head of a small party.
They had met on the trail that led over the mountain~
·
in western Arizona, and then the foregoing conversation
took place.
As the rough-looking man gave his little piece of advice,
he turned to the four horsemen behind him and nodded
·
Vlith an air of importa!lce.
' Nods of approval came back to him, and then he turned
to the one he had been speaking to again.
There was a smile on the face of the handsome and
dashing young fellow, and as he sat there on the back of
a cle::'ri-limbecl sorrel stallion, h,is long chestnut hair hanging over his shoulders and his pearl-colored sombrero tipped
back in a jaunty manner, he made a perfect picture of the
true young Westerner.
He was attired in a buckskin hunting suit ·that was
rather gaudily trimmed with red silk fringe, a blue silk
shirt showing where the coat was not buttoned, and ca.rried the usual equipment of weapons t!rnt was c9mmon for
a i;i~n to carry m those parts at the tune of which we are
wr1bng.
Sitting on their horses behind him and to his right tltere
was a boy of about his own age, a man of perhaps thirty and
three young ladies; while well back in the rear were two
typical Chinamen, also mounted and holding the halters
of a couple of packhorses.
The boy and man were attired in costumes similar to
that worn by the dashing young leader of the party, and

the girls wore costumes of bright colors that were suitable
for riding and hunting.
The nearest person of the party to the leader was the
man, and he had all the appearance of having spent a great
deal of time on the mountains and plains of the great West
and Southwest.
He was tall and rather thin, if anything, but muscular
and powerful. A mass of black hair hung over his shoulders, and he was twisting the ends of a mustache of the
same hue as he listened to the remarks of the man who
called himself Glittering Gus, the Gold Dust Fiend.
Almost directly behind him was the other boy of the
party.
He was a good-looking chap with closely cut hair, and
his build and general appearance would be apt to convince
an ordinary observer that he was quite able to take care o:!
himself.
Two of the girls were not much more than seventeenor eighteen, at the most, while the other might have been
.
twenty-five.
They were all pretty and very dashing in appearance,
especially the one who was mounted on a fine-looking Iron
gray.
She was a blonde, her hair having a tinge of what might
be termed golden-red.
She appeared to be greatly amused at the talk of the
man who had been so free to give his advice, and when he
finished she laughed audibly.
This party consisted of Young· Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot; Cheyenne Charlie, an ex-government scout; Jim
Dart, an all-around boy of the mines and plains; Arietta
Murdock, a girl who had been born and reared on the bor~
der; Eloise Gardner, a girl who had 'Qeen born farther east
but had decided to live in the West, and Anna, the eldest
of the three, who, by the way, was the wife of Cheyenne
Charlie, the tall man with the black hair.
Arietta was the pretty blonde spoken of. She was the
sweetheart of Young Wild West, while Eloise was the promised bride of Jim Dart, the other boy.
But both couples thought they were too young to marry
yet, so the girls simply went around the country with the
party, Cheyenne Charlie's wife acting as a chaperon to
them.
Young Wild West had the reputation of always helping
the weak and punishing the guilty, and he had never been
known to quail in the face of any danger, no matter how
great it was.
Athletic, strong and quick as a flash, he had few, if any,
1
equals when it came to a contest for the supremacy.
As we find them no-w, our friends were on their way to a
newly discovered gold field.
They had come to Arizona for the purpose of accumulating money to make up for fortunes they had lost by investments in the Black Hills mining region, and they were
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"Now hold it by the butt and point the muzzle in the air.
of the soi:J: who generally succeed when they once undertake
Keep your finger away from the trigger, though. If you
/ to do a tlung.
It w.as near sunset of a warm day in April that we find don't, you will lose it."
The leader of the gang did exactly as he was told, while
~hem halted be~ore the five rough-looking horsemen, but
mstea? of, showmg eep concern at the advice given them his four companions looked on in surp1ise and dismay.
Young Wild West had swung his horse around the instant
by Ghttermg Gus, the Gold Dust Fiend they as has been
the villain shot at the Chinaman's pigtail, and he now
'
'
stated, appeared to be amused.
"So you think we had better head for some other place moved a little to the left, keeping the villain covered with
do you?" said Young Wild West, looking at the spokesma~ his six-shooter.
Suddenly the muzzle of the weapon turned toward the
of the men.
. ''Yes/' re~lied Glitter4t1g Gus. "That's ther piece of ad- revolver that was being held in the man's thand.
Crack-a-ack!
vice I Jest give yer."
Two reports sounded almost as one.
"Well, there must be plenty of room for us at Rattlesnake
Young Wild West had hit the trigger of the weapon in
Run."
"Didn't I tell yer that ther whole camp belonged to me the hand of Glittering Gus and discharged it!
"That was a pretty good shot, wasn't it?" he coolly reby rights?"
marked.
"Did you buy the land of any one?"
A couple of the men acted as though they wanted to say
"No; but I found gold there, an' then I staked out a
claim, an' so did each of my pards. Then others came that it was, but they refrained from doing so.
"If you think that was done by chance, I'll show that it
along an' so ther place is full. There's about two hundred
people there, an' if it keeps on there won't be enough dust wasn't," went on the boy. "Glittering Gus, just cock that
shooter once more and hold it in the same position. Look
there to go around."
"Well, we are going there to try our luck, in spite of all out for your fingers now!"
The villain obeyed.
this. You simply own the claim you staked out. You don't
Young Wild West fired, and again a double report sounded.
own the wJ:ole camp any more than the heirs of the man
The villain lowered the revolver and looked at it in amazewho first discovered Al"izona does. We are not going to
·
ment.
take your advice."
He knew it had gone off in his hand, but he could not
· "You hain't, hey?"
help looking to see if the hammer was really down.
'.'.Nol Now just move aside so we can pass."
"You kin shoot, all right, youn~ feller," he managed to
Oh, I guess you ain't in so much of a hurry as all that.
say. "Doyer mind tellin' who yer are?"
You jest wait till we git ready to let you pass.!"
"Oh, no! I don't mind telling you in the least: My name
"I am one of the sort who does not believe in waiting in
is Young Wild West."
cases of this kind, my friend. Just move over now!"
"Well, you are a good one! I ain't got nothin' more to
As the boy spoke, he urged his horse forward and crowded
say."
against the broncho Glittering Gus was ashide of.
"Me losee lilly piece of um pigtail," spoke up the ChinaThe move was so sudden that the broncho was forced
man who had been the victim of the ruffian's good sliot.
back and nearly stumbled on the rough ground.
An angry look shot from the eyes of the rider and he "But me make bad Melican man dancce somee time, a!lee
samee dlunken cowboy!"
'
quickly jerked out a big Six-shooter.
"That's right, Hop. You get square with him some time."
But before he could make a move to even threaten to use
The other Celestial grinned.
· it he found himself staring into the muzzle of a revolver
"Hop Wah putty good shotee, too," he observed.
that was in the hand of Young Wild West.
"You are right, W_ing. There ai;e worse shots than your
It had been produced so quickly that not one of the five
knew exactly how it was done. But there it was in the brother," remarked Jim Dart laughingly.
The tr:uth was that. neither .of tli e China)'Il~m could do r.iuch
hand of the dashing young fellow, and the hand that held it
in the lme of shootmg straight; but Hop was better than
was as steady as a rock.
"Now, then," exclaimed the boy, in a ringing voice, "if you 'Wing, for ~11 that.
Young Wild West now gave the word, and che party startdon't get out of the way and let us pass, lead will begin to
ed on their way over the mountain trail, the five ruffians
fly."
. .
"An' there'll be four measly coyotes what'll go down in remaining perfectly quiet. .
It was less than five miles to the mm~ng camp call~d
less than three seconds!" added Cheyenne Charlie, as he
Rattlesnake Run, and. they had b.een _hurrymg to ge~ there
flourished a revolver and smiled grimly.
before darkness set m, when Ghttermg Gus and his men
The manner of Glittering Gus changed as if by magic.
,,
"Give 'em room, boys!" he said to his followers. "They'll st~p~ed them.
Gi.t a move on them ;packhorses, you yaller g~loots.1
be sorry that they went, though, I'll bet!"
tl~e
alongside,
back
fell
he
as
Char~ie,
C~eyenne
exc:Iaimed
again!"
us
bother
to
undertake
you
if
"You will be sorry
We wanter git to ther .end of ther route an git
sp.ok~ up Young. Wild West. ""VY e haye a way of always Chmam~;i·
.
.
.
mmdmg our busmess; but sometimes it becomes our busi- can;ped.
'I_he horses were wo,rked up mto a four-m~nut~ gait and
ness to look after the business of others. You fellows just
a httle over twenty mmutes later they came m sight of the
look out now!"
There was no reply to this, so the party passed on, the new gold field called Rattlesnake Run.
two Chinamen smiling blandly at the five rascals as they
brought up the rear.
This last exasperated Glittering Gus so that he fired a
CHAPTER II.
shot at the hindmost Chinaman, the bullet cutting off about
an inch of the end of the queue that was hanging down his
L

~~

,

"Hi! Hi! Hip!" cried the Mongolian. "Bad Melican
man shootee Chinaman, a!lee samee yaller dogee!"
Crack!
Young Wild West fired a shot as quick as a flash and
the bullet hit the revolver that was in the hand of the ruffian, and down it dropped to the ground.
"You seem to be a pretty good shot, Glittering Gus!" he
exclaimed. "But I am something in that line, too. Now,
you just get down off your horse and pick up that revolver."
"I-I--" stammered the villain.
"Do as I say!"
That settled it!
Glittering Gus quickly dismounted and picked up the
revolver.
"Cock it," said Young Wild West calmly.
This was done.

TAKING THE PART OF PECULIAR JENKINS.

It was quite dark when Young Wild West and his friends
came to a halt within a few yards of the nearest tent that
'\Yas erected in the new mining camp.
There was nothin,g going on right there, but they could
hear the sounds of yells, laughter and loud talking coming
from the central part of the big piece of fiat land that la:I'
at the mouth of a deep gorge that ran back into the mduntain.
A winding brook ran through the camp which had a
stream of running water that was not more than a foot in
de11th at any place.
On the banks of this there was quite a growth of succu
lent grass, and as the horses needed something in the way
of nourishment, here was just the place for them.
"I reckon here's a good spot to camp," said Cheyenne
Charlie. "What do you say, Wild?"
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"That is just my idea of it, Charlie," was the reply. "It
may tbe that this is somebody's claim, but we can easily
move if it is proven to us ,t hat it is."
"No," said the scout, "I reckon this ain't taken here.
There ain't any stakes to , be seen, anyhow. I thought by
ther way that feller talked ther place was completely overrun, but it don't seem to me as though there's more'n a
hundred people here.''
"Hardly that, I should say," retorted Jim Dart, as he
scanned the collection of tents and the few scattering shan·
ties that could be seen looming up.
Young Wild West dismounted and then all hands followed
his example.
They were more or less tired when night came, after
riding in the saddle all day long, and now that they had
reached the end of their journey, they felt relieved.
The packhorses were unloaded by the two Chinamen and
then fagots were gathered to start a fire with which to
cook their evening meal.
While Wing Wah was preparing the evening meal, assisted by the girls, the rest set about to putting up the
two tents they had with them.
The larger one accompanied the male members of the
party and the smaller one the girls for sleeping purposes.
They had just got them to their liking and were ready
to sit down to a good meal of venison steaks, hot corn bread
and coffee when two men strolled up and paused before
them.
"Hello, strangers!" said one. "Goin' to stay here?"
"I guess so-for a while, anyhow," answered Young Wild
West, sizing them up and' coming to the quick conclusion
that they wel:e of the class of men who might be good, bad
or indifferent, according to circumstances.
"Well, it's too bad . yer didn't git here a little sooner,
then."
"How is that?"
"Why, we just took a vote a little while ago whether
there was licker to be sold in Rattlesnake Run or not. We
had a thin-faced, lop-eared galoot here what was always
preachin' temperance, yer know. So when Husky Ike drove
in with a mule wagon that had four barrels of whisky in
it to-day he jest made a protest, as he called it. It are
too bad you fellers wasn't here."
"Tell us about it," said Wild.
"Well, yer see, it was this way," and the miner moved a
little nearer and took a seat on a boulder, casting a patronizing glance at the girls as he did so. "Ther thin-faced,
]op-eared galoot, whose name was Peculiar Jenkins, seen
ther rum, an' l'arning that Husky Ike was goin' .ter do
business, got up a petition to stop it an' have ther four
barrels of licker fed to ther sand. He went around among
ther boys an' he managed ter git four ter sign ther paper.
There's bound ter be a few fools in the camp, yer know.
Six of ther wimmen signed ther petition, too, an' one little
girl what ain't more'n ten years old."
"Sensible people, I think," observed our •hero.
"What's that yer say, young feller? But never mind!
Of course we was sensible. We all took it good naturedlike first, but when Husky Ike opened up business an' begun ter sell the licker at fifty cents a glass we sorter got
ter thinkin' that Rattlesnake Run was no place fur a temperance agitator, so Ike he called a meetin' about half an
hour ago- an' we took a vote as ter what was ter be done
with Peculiar Jenkins. Everybody but three or four decided that he had better be given two hours ter git out of
ther camp, an' if he ain't gone in that time we're goin' ter
make him do ther rope dance with his feet touchin' nothin'.
You'll be in time ter see that, I reckon, 'cause he jest allows that he won't light out from Rattlesnake Run."
"Does Peculiar Jenkins own a claim here?" asked Wild,
a cting as though it was nothing more than an ordinary
occurrence that had taken place.
"Yes, an' a mighty good one, too. He makes about a
hundred dollars a day out of his claim. There ain't many
what's as good as his is, I kin tell yer!"
That's right!" spoke up the other man, who had kept silent
until now. "We're goin' ter raffle off ther claim after Peculiar Jenkins is gone an' turn ther proceeds over to ther
widders an' orphans' fund."
·
"So that is the way you do business here in Rattlesnake
Run, is it?"
"I reckon it is," answered the man who had told all about
what had happened."
"What is vour ruune.. tnV friend?"

"What's my name? Why, I'm Sam Skelly, an' I've been
elected chairman of ther wigilance committee an' jestice of
ther peace, too."
"Well, Mr. Skelly, if I were you I would try and get the
men to reconsider the vote they have taken and allow the
temperance man to stay here and work his claim.
"Yer would?"
·
Both men asked the question at once.
"Yes, that is what I would do if I were you."
"Say! you ain't a temperance feller, too, are yer?" asked
the spokesman.
"Well, I never drink anything strong."
"Yer don't, hey?"
"No; but I don't interfere with those who do, though.
I believe that evary man should be allowed to do as he
chooses, so long as he remains honest and don't encroach
on the rights of others."
The two men looked at each other.
After a pause the one who had said the least remarked:
"I wouldn't say anything like that to ther gang over
at Husky Ike's if I was you. You're a likely-lookin' young
feller, an' them what's with yer seems ter be all right,
especially ther gals. We won't make any trouble fur yer,
will we, .Sam ? "
"No!" was the reply. "It ain't in me ter bother decent
people. But Peculiar Jenkins has been goin' it too strong,
an' it's either a case of gittin' strung up or lightin' out with
him."
"Well, if Peculiar Jenkins, as you call him, is not any
worse than what you have said, he is he won't be hanged,
or he won't light out!" exclaimed Young Wild West, looking at the men coolly.
"You don't mean ter say that you're goin' ter take his
part!" gasped Sam Skelly.
·
"I always take the part of any one who is being imposed
upon unjustly."
"Well, that sounds putty good from a boy."
"Maybe it does. Have you had your supper?"
"Oh, yes, an hour ago."
"Well, just sit there until we get ours and one of my
partners will go over with you and have a look at Peculiar
Jenkins and the peculiar situation that has an;ived in Rattlesnake Run."
"We'll wait fur yer if you want ter go over with us."
"All right. Take it easy a few minutes."
As the meal was ready to sit down to, Wild and his
friends lost no further time.
They were all pretty hungry, as it was a little later than
usual for them to eat the evening meal.
. They took their time about it, and the two men waited
patiently.
J
When they were through Wild turned to the scout and
said:
"Charlie, you and I will take a walk over ana see how
things are over there. We don't want to let a man be
hanged just for the fun of it."
"I reckon not!" was the reply.
The two waiting men exchanged glances.
"There's some putty tough ones among ther miners what's
here in ther camp," said the less talkative one of the two.
"Oh, I guess they are not so very dangerous. They will
be all right if they only find out that it is best to be that
way."
"That's right," nodded the scout.
"Don't get into any trouble, Wild," called Arietta, as
the four walked away.
"Oh, I won't, Et," he answered.
Again the two men shrugged their shoulders.
"Ther time is putty near up fur either to hang ther temperance man or find him missin' from ther camp," observed
Sam Skelly.
The distance to the center of the mining camp was not
very far.
They got there in a very few minutes.
The two miners led Wild and Charlie direct to the shanty
of Husky Ike, where the whisky was on sale.
There was a big crowd there, and many of the men were
about half intoxicated.
The shouting and singing made the night sound hideous,
for oaths were freely mingled.
"Her e comes Skelly!" cried some one in the crowd.
"Hello, Sam! Peculiar Jenkins ain't made a move ter leave
yet. He's over there by his tent, an' he's got his rifle
ready ter shoot. Says he's goin' to defend his life as king
as he's got a drop of blood in his body.''.
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"Say, boys," answered Skelly, "do yer think it is exactly them with leveled carbines they could not have been more
right ter hang him? He never done us any harm, 'cept ter astonished.
A mere boy had stepped out and ordered one of the leadtry an' keep rum out of ther camp."
There ·was a brief silence as the words were spoken, and ers of the mob to stand on his head!
It was so unexpected that they became thunderstruck for
then a hoarse cry went up.
Nearly all the influence Sam Skelly had with the men a moment.
"Stand on your head!" repeated our hero, both his rewas lost at that moment.
"You're a fool, Sam," said one. "Hang! Why, of course volvers pointed at the big man with the rope. "If you
don't obey inside of three seconds I'll shoot the heels off
Peculiar · Jen kins has got ter hang!"
your boots!"
There was a shout of approval at this.
The fellow stood stock still for just about three seconds.
About a dozen of the more zealous ones started for a tent
Crack!
that was located about two hundred yards from the shanty
He jumped into the air and let out a yell.
saloon.
·"Do as I say!" thundered the dashing young deadshot.
"Come, Charlie!" exclaimed Wild. "We must .stop this."
Crack!
Be darted off on a run and the scout went after him.
Again he fired.
The two men who had walked over with them followed
The other boot-heel was hit and something like an elecswiftly.
tric shock ran through the wearer of the boot, as the bullet
It seemed that they wanted to stick to them.
As they neared the tent our two friends saw a man sitting came pretty close to the bottom of his heel and gave it a
sudden jar.
in front of it with a rifle across his knees.
"Hold on! I'll do it !" the big man yelled.
He was very tall and thin and his cadaverous face bore a
"All right. Hurry up, then."
worried look, which they did not fail to note, as there was a
Not a man offered to interfere in any way as the fellow
fire burning near, over which hung a pot that was steaming
dropped the rope he had in his hands and got down upon
with some savory contents.
"Hello, there!" called out Young Wild West, as the man his hands and knees.
He put his head on the ground and made an attempt to
arose and put himself on the defensive. "We are friends."
"You are?" came the reply, in a grateful tone of voice. stand on his head, but turned a somersault instead.
He tried it again, but only succeeded in keeping his feet
"I did not know I had a friend left in the camp."
in the air a second.
"What is the trouble, anyhow, my friend?"
"Can't you do any better than that?" asked Young Wild
"Well, they say they're goin' to hang me if I don't leave;
West, as coolly as though he was simply giving instrucan' I can't leave--! don't want to leave."
tions to a willing pupil.
"Well, I guess they won't hang you."
"I used ter do it when I was a boy, but I can't git ther
"Thank you, but it is most likely they will. There are
hang of it now," was the reply.
too many of them, you know."
"Well, all right, then. Now get up and dance a little.
"Oh, that don't make any dHference. You just take it
You can do that, I ·know."
easy and keep cool now."
The instant the big miner was on his feet Wild fired and
Sam Skelly and the other man hung back and waited for
hit one of his heels again.
the crowd to come up.
The miners in trir drunken frenzy came with a rush
"Don't think about touching your shooters," he said
and a roar.
calmly. "Just dance! If you make a mistake and get hold
as
seemed
it
and
ropes,
had
them
three
or
"'rwo
of one of your revolvers I'll shoot it out of your hand and
though they were racing to see who should have the honor then clip off one of your eyebrows with a bullet. I am j:1St
of claiming the victim.
in the humor for anything now, so look out!"
When they were about fifty feet from the tent our hero
There was no reply, but the dancing started in with a
sprang out, a revolver in either hand.
vengeance.
The miner knew considerable about dancing a break"Halt!" he cried, in ringing tones. "The first man who
down, and he certainly let himself go for all he was worth.
touches Peculiar Jenkins will die!"
To help him along, Wild fired a' couple of shots, hitting
There was something in the boy's manner that caused the
his heels just so he could feel the shock.
men to pause.
He let him go for about three minutes and then he called
"I mean what I say!" went on Wild. "You are not
going to hang this man just because he was opposed to out:
whisky being sold here. You just think it over now, and
"Stop! That will do, I guess."
see if you haven't made a mistake."
The man was glad enough to•,stop.
"Who are you,'' cried a burly fellow, "that yer dare ter
There were no doubt many in the crowd who would have
interfere with us?"
opened fire on the boy, but the fact that Cheyenne Charlie
"Never mind who I am. . But you just leave this man stood there with a revolver in each hand and on the watch
alone! If you don't, I guarantee that you will wish you made them hesitate about doing it.
had."
"Gentlemen," said Wild, speaking in a loud voice so all
Cheyenne Charlie had drawn his revolvers now and Pe- hands could hear him, "I think you are making a big mistake if you insist on hanging a man because he tried to
culiar Jenkins had his rifle at his shoulde1'.
A growl that sounded like a lot of wild beasts getting keep rum out of the camp. You gained your point, so yoc,
ready for a fight came from the crowd, which was rapidly ought to be satisfied. It is hardly likely that Peculiar
. Jenkins will interfere with any of you any more than to give
increasing in size.
"I don't want to drop any of you,'' said Wild, speaking you a word of good advice now and then. You had better
loud enough for them to all hear him, "but if you compel change your minds and let the man be."
me to do it I will! Just leave this man alone!"
"What right have you got to interfere with us?" came
"We'll hang him, an' you, too!" yelled the big fellow who from some one in the crowd in a dogged tone.
had asked Wild his name.
"Will the man who just spoke step out( so I can see him?
He stepped forward as he spoke and our hero hastened I will answer the question if he will!"
to meet him.
No one stirred.
The man paused for a moment and glared at the boy
"How many of you are there in the crowd who are
·
before him.
ashamed of themselves?" Wild went on in his easy and fear"Stand on your head!" cried Wild sudd1~n l y. "If you don't less way. "Come! Don't be afraid to speak up!"
I'll shoot the heels off your boots!"
No one spoke, but here and there a man could be seen
leaving the crowd and making his way back toward the
center of the mining camp.
Others followed in short order and soon all were moving
CHAPTER Ill.
away. ·
· "I reckon they've got satisfied,'' observed Cheyenne CharWILD TAMES THE CROWD.
lie. "Wild, you sartinly did give it to 'em good an' strong,
'£he comrr.and of Young Wild West rang out clear and an' no mistake!"
distinct.
"You are a wonderful fellow!" exclaimed the temperance
A silence came over the cr0wd instantly.
m:;in, p~tting ou~ his h~nd to Wild. "I never saw anyIf a company of soldiers h99 suddenly appeared before thmg hke that m my life. Your coolne~s and darirur is
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what did it. I actually believe you made them ashamed of
themselves."
"I reckon they were a little afraid, too," added the scout.
"Oh, there is no doubt about that. Well, gentlemen, I
h d about made up my mind that I was going to leave this
world when you happened along. I can't find words to
thank you for saving me."
.
"Well, don't try to," said Wild. "If you take my advice
you •vill let the miners alone and not interfere with them
again. If they want to drink liquor and get drunk, let
them do it. You have seen that it does not pay to try and
do good around here."
"I hope I shall be able to . make them all change their
minds and become good .and peaceful citizens."
"It would be very nice to do that. But you can't force
a man to be good, you know. When you do things that
tantalize men you mustn't expect them to like you. You
just let them go the way they are going and set a good
example for them. Don't go to destroying any liquor that
don't belong to you, even if you get 'the chance to do it.
That isn't right, you know."
"It would be a grand thing if there was not a drop of
the stuff in the world," remarked the temperance man
earnestly.
"I know it would. But since there is so much of it in
the world and the law permits its manufacture and sale,
what are you going to do about it?"
"If I had my way I would soon show you."
"Well, you haven't you.r way. · So just settle down and
attend strictly to your own business, and the chances are
that the men who d1·ink whisky in the camp won't bother
you much. They might say something that they tliink is a
little funny now and then, but you mustn't notice that."
"Do you drink liquor, young man?" asked Peculiar
Jenkins.
"No, I never touch it."
"And how about you?" turning to Cheyenne Charlie.
"I take a drink once in a while,'' was the reply.
"What do yo'u do it for?"
.
" 'Cause I want it."
"You don't want it; you only think you want it."
"I don't know how it is that you think that you know
what I think," retorted Charlie, a little testily.
"Well, I know that whisky is a curse to our land."
"I reckon it is. But out here in Arizona it is good to
have some around whether you like it or not."
"Is that so?"
"Yes."
"How do you make that out?"
"Well, this country is full of rattlesnakes. Now, s'posin'
you was to git bit by a rattler? There ain't a doctor within
a hundred miles of here to give you anything to save your
life. Whisky will do it-I've heard them what know say
it is ther only thing what will do it. Would you die from
tfier effects of ther pizen if you was to git bit, or would
you slap a quart of whisky into yem to kill ther. J?izen, an'
live?"
"I would die before I would touch it!"
"You're a good one, then.. You're a regular martyr, I
reckon."
.
"I will save you from being ruined by the vile stuff,''
said Peculiar Jenkins, looking at the socut and nodding impressively.
"All right. I won't obj~ct to bein' .saved. ?ut I reckon
I have got a wife what km do more m that lme than any
one else. Good-night, Mister Temperance Man. You kin
thank your stars that we happened along as we did, or
you'd have beer. strung up, an' then there would have been
a good man gone wrong."
Charlie did not have much of an opinion of the man;
that was quite plain.
·
Our hero could see that the fellow was a fanatic, but he
thought he should be protected, just the same.
He did not believe there would be any further trouble, so
he bade him good-night and started in the direction of the
shanty where the whisky was being sold.
Wild did not want to go back to their camp until he had
· d
· h th
·
become pretty well acquamte wit
e mmers.
A big oil lamp was burning in front of Husky Ike's
place and he was doing a thriving trade.
As our two friends came up Sam Skelly came out and
pu~ out his hand.
"Shake!" he said. "I reckon you'.re all right, Young Wild
West! An' you, too!" This to Charlie.
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"Well, I guess · the men will feel just as satisfied to-morrow morning," replied Wild. "It will be better to wake up
and know that an innocent man was ·not hanged by them."
Just then a couple of pistol-shots rang out and a voice
bawled:
"I'm Glitterin' Gus, ther Gold Dust Fiend! Look out
fur me; I've got one of my tantrums on!"
With a rush the leader of the gang who had held our
friends up outside the limits of the mining camp came out
of the door of the shanty.
He fired another shot in the air from his revolver and
then paused in front of our friends.
"Ho, ho!" he exclaimed. "So it is Young Wild West,
is it? Well, you've got plenty of grit in yer ter come back
here after <loin' what you've done. Didn't I tell yer it
wouldn't be healthy around Rattlesnake Run fur yer ?"
"You told me something like that,'' replied our hero coolly.
"But see here! Just put that shooter in your belt and
take it a little easy."
There was no mistaking the tone of the boy's voice.
Glittering Gus weakened at once.
He had heard that Young Wild West was outside, and
that was why he had come out after the fashion of a small
tornado.
But his braggadocia did not hold out.
He remembered what had happe11ed just before dark.
"Boys, Young Wild West is all right!" he· called out,
changing his tune. "Jest give him three cheers. He's got
more sand than seven men!"
There were plenty there who were ready to cheer the
daring boy, and they lost no time in doing so."
"Now give three cheers fur ther Gold Dust Fiend, boys!"
cried Glittering Gus.
The cheers were given, but by different men.
The man appeared to be perfectly satisfied, however.
It was plain that the majority of the crowd placed a great
deal of confidence in him.
Wild and Charlie remained there for half an hour.
They talked with the miners, answer&! their questions and
made themselves agreeable.
There were lots of roughs under the influence of liquor,
too; but they did not offer to interfere with them.
"You made big Bill Malloy stand on his head, all right,"
said one; "an' no one would have · believed that sich a thing
could have been done."
"Well, it was all for his own good,'' Wild answered.
"I know it was. If he hadn't done as you said you'd
have dropped him, most likely."
"Well, I would if he had tried to drop me."
"I know that. I could tell ther minute yer spoke to him."
Before going away Wild and Charlie went into the saloon.
Husky Ike had cigars for sale, too, and Wild bought some.
Cheyenne Charlie tried the whisky that had come so near
·being the death of Peculiar Jenkins, and he pronounced it
as good as the average to be had at mining camps.
When they went out and started for their camp at the
outskirts of Rattlesnake Run everything was going on nicely.
Some of the miners were very hilarious, but nothing in
the way of threats was heard.
h
d
However, there were those in the crowd w o ha not yet
given up all thoughts of hanging Peculiar Jenkins.
Bill Malloy, the fellow who had been compelled to stand
on his head by Wild, was one.
Glittering· Gus was another.
While the villain had not taken much part in the start
of it he was now bent on doing it.
H~ was a so1t of rival for the leadership with Sam
Skelly, and since Skelly h~d advi~ed the n:en to change
their minds about the hangmg busmess he did not have as
many followers as before.
Glittering Gus and Bill Malloy got to talking together as
soon as Wild and Charlie took their departure.
In less than ten minutes they decided that the temperance man must be hanged.
I
d d
t
h
But they did not come out open y an a voca e sue a
thing before the crowd.
.
. They simply got together a few whom they · knew would
be in favor of it, and a little later they started for the tent
k
of Peculiar Jen ins.
What happened there we will not undertake to describe,
but the villains carried out their determination and the
fanatic went out of the world with a rope around his neck.
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CHAPTER IV.
WILD STARTS IN TO PUNISH THE MURDERERS OF PECULIAB
JENKINS.

Our friends were not disturbed during the night, and
so had a very comfortable sleep.
However, Wild, Charlie and Jim took turns at standing
guard, for they never trusted any one in a place of that
kind.
Young Wild West had plenty of enemies among the des·
peradoes and villains to be found throughout the wild West,
.
and he was always on the lookout for them.
There was no telling in what part of the country he nught
run across one or more of them.
They were up early in the morning, and the two Chinamen were sent out to gather some firewodd.
They diCi not have to go far away from the camp to do
this, ·and while they were engaged Charlie lighted his pipe
and took a look at the horses.
Suddenly he was startled by hearing a series of shrill,
,
piping yells.
He looked and saw Wing Wah iunning toward him as
though he had suddenly been taken with a crazy spell.
"Hi, hi! Hip! Wow! Snakee in bushes go bu-r-r-r-r!
Allee samee putty near bitee Chinaman!"
The scout ran forward and caught the Celestial by the
shoulder.
"Show me where ther snake is, you yaller heathen!" he
cried.
But Wing wrenched himself away.
He was in mortal fear of a rattlesnake, and Charlie could
easily tell that he had come across one.
At this juncture Hop came running up, his arms full of
wood.
"Snakee back dere," he said. "Me hear um rattles go like
buzzee-saw in 'Flisco saw-mill!"
He pointed out the spot and Charlie made his way cautiously to it.
The next minute he saw the snake.
It was coiled and ready to strike, but as the scout knew
that the reptile could not spring farther than its length, he
easily judged the distance.
But the rattlesnake did not get a chance to straighten
out its coil, for Charlie's revolver was leveled, and then-Crack!
The bullet severed the head from the body as clean as a
whistle.
The scout calmly picked up the reptile by the tail and
then, pulling out his hunting-knife, cut off the rattles.
"I'll give 'em to Wing," he said, with a chuckle.
He walked back to the camp and found all hands awaiting him.
The frightened Chinaman had told what was the trouble,
so neither Wild nor Jim interfered.
"Did you shoot it, Charlie?" asked Anna.
"I reckon I did," was the reply.. "Herc, Wing, here's a
present for you!"
The Chinaman took it without knowing what it was.
But the instant he took a good look at it he dropped it
as though it were a piece of red-hot iron.
"Me no likee!" he howled. "Stopee!"
"It is the rattles and button from the snake's tail!"
exclaimed Arietta. "\Vhy, they can't hurt you, Wing."
"Me no likee!" was all ·wing would say, and then he
quickly got out of the way and proceeded to help his
brother make the fire.
"I reckon there must be lots of rattlers around here,"
observed Cheyenne Charlie, as he picked up the part of the
reptile that the Chinaman was in such fear of and tossed
it away. "If we don't run across plenty of 'em afore we
git away from Rattlesnake Run I'll jest miss my guess,
that's all.''
"I suppose that is why the camp h~s been named what
it is," said Wild. "Well, if nothing more than rattlesnakes
bother us we won't have much to be afraid of. One thing
about a rattlesnake is that he always gives warning before
he strikes. That is a great deal more than can be said of
the human race.''
"That is just as true as true can be," spoke up Jim Dart.
The preparations for breakfast went ahead rapidly, and
when they sat down to eat the incident had left their minds.
Probably Wing Wah was thinking of it yet, but he did
not attempt to express his thoughts.

Tl:cy had just finished b.·c;,.kfo_, t when a man came walking up to their camp.
It was no other than Sam Skelly.
"l\fornin', folks!" he called o ... t. "It are a fine mornj.p.',
an' no mistake, ain't it?"
"About as good a morning as one could expect to see i!1
Arizona," retorted Wild. "The alkali d"st hasn't got stirred
up yet, and a person can get a chance to breathe preUy
J
freely just now."
"I want ter say somet1'in' to yer in private, Mr. West,"
the miner observed, hitching at his belt uneasily.
Wild promptly walked off a short distance with him.
"What is it, Skellv ?" ' he asked .
"They strung up ther temperance man last night, after
all!" .
"What!"
"It's a fact. No one seems ter know jist who done it,
but it's done, though."
"The scoundrels!"
"I give you my word as a man, Young Wild West, that I
didn't know a thing about it until I was told by Husky Ike
this mornin'. I went over to see fur myself right away, an'
there he hangs, stifl' an' stark with a placard pinned on him,
which reads to ther effect that l10 one who don't drink licker
don't stand no show in Rattlesnake Run."
Wild was not a little disturbed.
Peculiar Jenkins had no doubt gone a little too far with
the rough miners at the camp, but they had no right to
harm him, much less pl!t an end to his life.
He called Charlie· and Jim and told them about it.
" 'Tain't nmch more'n I expceted," said the scout, sha!cing
his head. '·It are mighty queer why some men can't leave
well enough alone, ain't it? Why didn't he shet up an' let
them soak in whisky if they wanted to? He couldn't no
more stop 'em from drinkin' than he could bail out ther
Colorado River!"
"That is very true, Charlie," retorted Wild. "But the
men shculd have looked over it. They are not men, in fact,
H' they would never have dcne this. It is a foul crime, and
I am goillg to see to it that they arc punished for it. I
will find out the guilty ones, and don't ou forg-et it!"
"An' I'll he p yer, pard !" exclaimed Sam Skelly earnestly.
"I'm awf 1 sorry that I was fur hangin' ther poor feller at
ther start, I am! It was you what turned me straight,
Young Wiid West. I could see easy enough which was right
an' which was wrong after you talked a little last night.
Some of ther boys don't think much of me, 'cause I turned
but I don't care fur that. If th".'y don't want me fur the;.
chairman o! ther committee an' thcr jestice of ther peace,
they don't have ter han me. They kin have Glitterift' Gus
if they want him. He seems ter have full swing among 'em
this mornin'."
"Boys," said Wild, turning to Charlie and Jim, "I guess
we will take a walk over and look into this matter."
"SupP.osc we all go?" spoke up Arietta, who overheard the
remark." '"'We are not the only females in the camp, so we
have heard; and, besides, there is a store over there where we
can buy a few little articles that we need."
"All right. Get ready. Wing and Hop can stay and
look after things here, I guess."
The girls were not long in getting ready.
Fifteen minutes later they were all walking toward the
thic~ly settled part of Rattlesnake Run.
As has been stated, the saloon was in one of the few
shanties in the place.
The store Arietta had spoken of "'as in another, and this
was almost opposite the nlace kept by Husky Ike.
All hands walked over to the store, and the three girls
went inside.
Then Sam Skelly led the way over to the tent that had
been occupied by Peculiar Jenkins.
Be:(ore they got to it, they i:;aw a body hanging to a tree a
few yards from the tent.
There were half a dozen of the miners there looking at it,
and as Wild looked at them sharptr he saw that they were
those who had been the first to leave the crowd the night
before when he had talked to them.
"Them fellers didn't have nothin' ter do with it, I'm
sartin," spoke up Skelly, " 'cause they was of ther same
opinion as me last night, an' they was sorry that they had
ever been in favor of hangin' ther man when they heard
about it this mornin'. They was goin' ter cut him down,
but I said I guessed you'd better see what had happened
.ti.rst."
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"Well, I guess you had better tell them to go ahead and
cut the body down and give it a decent burial," replied our
hero. "That is about all that can be done for him now."
A dead man hanging from the limb of a tree is not a
pleasing sight, and Young Wild West and his partners, used
to seeing all sorts of sights as they were, did not relish.it.
But they walked up and read the rudely painted sign that
was fastened to the coat of the dead man :
TEMPERANCE FELLERS
nOT wANTED IN rAttLesnaKE
RUn.
That was the way it ran, and it looked as though two
men had a hand in drawing it up.
"Well," said Young Wild w ·e st, "I guess he yvas not the
only one here who believed in t'emperance. But probably
he went a little too far with his belief. We will see whether
temperance men are not wanted here or not. Boys, that
man may have been a fanatic, and all that, but just give him
a decent burial, will you?"
The last was addressed to the miners who were hanging
about the spot.
"You bet we will!" was the reply.
"There was worse men than Peculiar Jenkins," added one
of them.
.
Wild now turned back and the rest followed.
The girls were not yet out of the store when they got
there, so they went across the street to the saloon.
The majority of the miners had gone to work just as
though nothing had happened the night before, but there
was a score or more hanging about.
1
Among them were Glittering Gus and the fellow called
Bill Malloy.
They, with sever al others, had started in to renew the
spree of the night before, and they were about in the humor for anything just then.
Young Wild West walked into the shanty in a careless
way.
"How is business?" he asked of the proprietor, who looked
as though he was sadly in need of sleep.
"Good!" was the reply. "I reckon I kin make more money
sellin' rum than I kin siftin' sand fur gold dust."
"Quite likely. Let us have some cigars, please-all hands."
Gli ttering Gus staggered up to the bar, and the rest fol·
lowed.
"Whi sky fur me! 1' he said, slapping his fist on the wide
pine board that answered for a bar.
"Cigars, landlord," said Wild. "I called for cigars for all
hands. I am not in the humor to pay for any whisky this
morning."
The self-styled Gold Dust Fiend looked at the boy rather
irisolently.
"V-.' e generally take what we likes when we are asked to
have somethin', Young Wild West," he blurted out.
"Probably you do," was the quiet rejoinder. "But I
called for cigars for all hands. If there is any one here who
don't want a cigar, he don't have to take it."
"Well, I want a little whisky."
, "It is no affair of mine, then."
"Give me some tanglefoot, too," spoke up another.
Then nearly all of them called for whisky, and Husky Ike
put it out for them.
Wild, Charlie, Jim, Skelly and one other miner each selected a cigar from the box and lighted them.
"How much?" asked our hero.
"Nine dollars an' fifty cents," retorted the landlord.
"How much are you charging apiece for cigars this morning?"
"Fifty cents."
"Very well, I owe you just two dollars and a half, then,"
and the boy placed the exact amount on the counter.
"Ain't you goin' to pay fur ther drinks ther rest took?"
"Certainly not. I didn't call for them, and I won't pay
for them."
"You are tryin' to skin me."
"Ob, no! You heard what I told Glittering Gus, didn't
you?"
"Yes; but I thought you was honest an' would pay fur
what they took."
"Vvell. I <lon't intend to pay for whisky just now. Whisky
has caused a whole lot of trouble here in the past few
hours, and I don't mean to pay for any as long as I stay
t
he.re in the camp."
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"I'll put your name down along with them I've got marked
as no good, then."
"I don't care what you do."
Husky Ike was afraid to make trouble with the boy. He
had seen and heard just enough of him not to push matters
too far.
He made a pretext of marking something on a broken
slate, and then yawned sleepily.
"I want you to answer me a question," said Wild, looking
at him closely.
"What do you want to !mow ?" was the reply.
"Well, before I ask you, I want to impress it on your
mind that, unless you tell the truth, I am g-oing to start in
to shooting the bottles off the shelf behind you. I may take
a notion to clip off your ears, tool'
Wild drew his revolver and began handling it in a careless way, the muzzle pointing toward the villain behind the
counter.
Husky Ike turned pale.
"I don't know why yer think I would tell yer a lie," he
gasped.
"Well, you might t ake a notion ' to, you know."
"What do yer want ter ask me?" ·
"Who was it who led in the hanging of Peculiar Jenkins
last night?"
Husky Ike hesita ted.
He looked at Glittering Gus, then at Bill Malloy, both
of whom were standing near the end of the bar.
"Out with it!" cried Wild. "I mean business!"
"I don't know," came from the lips of the saloon keeper. .
"You don't know, eh?"
"No."
"You are sure of that?"
"Yes."
"You said you wouldn't tell me a lie, didn't you?"
"Yes, I reckon I said that."
"Well, what are you doing it for then?"
"I ain't."
"That is the worst lie you have told to-night."
"I wasn't there, an' I kin prove it."
"That may be true; but you know who did it."
"No, I don't."
"Why don't yer tell him, Ike?" spoke up Malloy, who
was just about drunk enough to be bold and reckless. "I
was ther one what started ther game! I'm ther leader of
this minin' camp, an' don't yer furgit it! I'm willin' ter die
with my boots on backin' what I say, too!"
He swung around and glared at Wild like a mad bull as
he said the words.
"Stand on your head!" said our hero coolly. "You did it
last night, and you've got to do it now! You are going to
be strung up before you are twenty-four hours older, so you
might as well have all the fun you can before that time.
Stand on your head, I say!"
The muzzle of the boy's pistol was on a line with the
villain's heart now, and there was no mistake in the meaning
_
that was in his voice.
The bluster died out instantly and the big miner trembled
slightly,
Then he dropped down and made a feeble attempt to do as
he was told.

CHAPTER V.
THE VILLAINS ARE READY FOR B:USINESS.

Big Bill Malloy could not have stood on his head if he had
tried ever so hard.
The vast quantities of liquor he had imbibed since the
saloon had opened for business had made him so groggy
that it was all he could do to keep his balance while standing
•
on his feet.
· Young Wild West could easily see that it was impossible
for the man to obey his command.
So he did not attempt to push matters.
"You big, hulking hound!" he cried. "I would riddle you
with bullets if it wasn't for the fa ct that I never shoot a
man unless he tries to kill me ! But just wait a little while.
In a few hours we will have a vigilance commit tee organized
here that will take charge of your case. You are t he ringleader in the hanging business, and you will sufie •: for it as
sure as my name is Young Wild West!"
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They were more or less outlaws who 'dared not go where
"You kin jest bet your boots that what Young Wild West
says is right!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "You measly ·they were known, and so had come to the new gold field as
coyotes! There ain't any of you that is fit to live among soon as they heard about it.
It was noon when the whole thirty gathered in the 'room
decent people!"
"I guess those who had a hand in the hanging are marked that adjoined the bar in Husky I ke's shanty and started to
men," said Jim Dart quietly. "It won't take long to find hold a business meeting.
out who they are."
Glittering Gus was looked upon as leader, but he had not
"Well, I wasn't there, anyhow," answered the proprietor, been elected to that position yet, and he wanted to be, so
rather meekly.
there could be no objections raised to him afterward.
Wild now turned and walked out of the place, followed by
"Gents " said he "you all know what ther meetin' has
his partners.
been call~d fur so there's no use in goin' over it. But afore
Glittering Gus . was completely cowed, and not a move did we do anything, I reckon we oughter have a leader."
he make as this happened.
"Ye're jest ther one fur that!" ~xclaim~d Husky Ik~, who
"Skelly," said Wild, "I will leave ,it .to you to .talk to ~he had put a man in his place outside while he took m the
miners you think are. in favor of pumshing the gmlty parties. meeting. "You're jest ther man, Gus!"
Come over to our camp this afternoon and let us know how
"Second ther motion!" bawled big Bill Malloy.
you make out. I guess you will be safe enough here."
Nods and words of approval came from all hands.
.
"I reckon I'm willin' ter take my chances with that gang,"
"That seems ter be satisfactory," said the Gold Dust Fiend.
was the reply. "I'll attend ter ther business, an' ~on't make "If there ain't no other nominations, Husky Ike will put
no mistake on that!"
ther question."
The three partners walked back to their camp.
"You're ther one we want!" cried one of the gang, and
They had scarcely got out of sight when Glittering Gus then a cheer went up.
slapped his fist upon the bar of the saloon and excl~imed:
"All right, then. Ike, you jest put ther question."
"There's no use talkin', boys, that Young Wild West
The saloon-keeper arose.
means business. If he is allowed ter Jive six hours longer,
"All in favor of Glitterin' Gus; ther Gold Dust Fiend, fur
he'll either run us out of Rattlesnake Run or have us strung leader of this gang will say 'aye,' an' say it loud."
up. Boys, Young Wild West has got ter die!" .
.
"Aye!" went up from every man present, except the canA murmur of approval came from three or four of his didate.
sympathizers.
·
"If there's · any one opp6sed ter him let him say so."
"He's altogether too soon fur us wh~n he's face ter f11ce
There was a deathly silence.
with us,'' went on the scoundrel, warmmg up and steppmg
"It's unanimous," said Husky Ike. "Boys, shake hands
to the middle of the room. "Every one's got ter admit that with your leader."
they're afraid of him when he begins to talk in that easy
Glittering Gus was simply delighted at the honor that had
way he's got of speakin'. But he said ther ones as h:inged been imposed ~ upon him, and he shook hands with every
Peculiar Jenkins was goin' ter be punished, an' ye km bet man of them in a very hearty fashion.
all ther gold dust yer ever had that he means it!"
Then he fished a small bag of gold dust from his pocket
"I reckon he does," spoke up Husky Ike. "My! but he and handed it to the keeper of the place.
certainly kin take all ther starch out of a feller, can't he?
"Let's all have a drink afore we go any further," he said.
When he jerks a shooter out, it is done so blamed quick that
Husky Ike did not have enou g-h glasses and cups in his
ye can't tell jest how he does it. Boys, I don't care who place to permit them all to drink at once, so he brought in
hears me say it, but what Glitterin' Gus says about Young a tin cup and a jug, and then went from one to another
Wild West is right, every word of it!"
until they had all had a drink.
"Yer kin bet yer life it's right!" spoke up Bill Malloy,
The leader insisted on being the last man to swallow
who had sobered up enough to hear and understand what the whisky, and when he had done so he smacked his lips and
was going on. \
exclaimed:
"Well then," went on the Gold Dust Fiend, "th er thing
"Now, then, boys, we'll git down ter business. Young
ter do i~ ter git as many men as possible inter line with us. Wild West an' his pards has got ter be wiped out this afterGit a hustle, boys! Then it will be all ther easier ter give noon in any way possible. I happen ter know that there is
Young Wild West an' his pardners their ;medicine . . ~hey another gang bein' got up ag'in us, but that won't amount
jest happened along here fur .ther pu~·pose of breakm up ter anything as soon as that boy is out of ther way. He's
ther camp, so they could run thmgs their own way, I reckon. sorter got 'em to thinkin' ther same as he does jest now,
They brought three fine-lookin' gals with 'em, too, which I but that'll die out with 'em ther minute ther young rooster
don't object to in ther least. Them gals mustn't be harmed, turns up his toes. In about half an hour from now we'll
boys. Remember that!"
.
-strike out in couples an' make fur ther place where Young
"As if any of us would hurt a putty female," retorted the Wild West an' his crowd is camped.
saloon-keeper. "That's ther last thing a man could be
"We'll come from different directions an' keep out of
brought ter do, I reckon."
.
.
.
their sight till we git there as much as possible."
This remark brought approvmg nods from the llstenmg
"That's it!" cried three or four of the men in the same
m~e~
· .
breath.
Sam Skelly stood outside listening to all that was said:
"Of course, we'll have ter tell 'em that we've ·made up
He noticed that the remarks made by the Gold Dust Fiend our minds that they ain't wanted here, an' then give 'em
were having considerable weight among his h;earE'.rs, and he two hours ter git out of ther limits of Rattlesnake Run.
decided that it was time for him to do something m the way They won't go, 'cause Young Wild West ain't built that way,
of organization. .
yer know. They'll most likely put up a fight, an' then
He left the place, and just in time, too, for Husky rKe we kin do ther business in a hurry."
stepped from behind the bar and came out, evidently for
Some of the listening villains looked 1a bit uneasy when
the purpose of seeing who was there.
they heard the last words.
"There goes a slab-sided galoot what's got 1'er be no good!"
They had seen enough_ of Young Wild West to be of the
he exclaimed, when he came in. "It's Sam Skelly, boys. He opinion that some of then· number would be apt to go under
was all right till Young Wild West come here."
before the job was completed.
"Well, if he sides with Young Wild West, there'll only
But' they were willing to undertake it, however.
be a claim ter be diwided up between us, I reckon," spoke up
When they had talked ~t over t{loroughly and set~led upon
Bill Malloy.
exactly what they meant to do, they left the shanty and
Glittei;ing Gus nodded and broke into a laugh.
"That's right," said he. "Any one what sides with Young started off in pairs in various directions.
Glittering Gus and Bill Malloy went together.
Wild West must take ther same medicine that he does."
They had both · been cowed by Young Wild West, and
The villains realized that they had no easy task ahead
of them,, so they set to work to get· as many men as possible probably that is why they wanted to be together when the
finish took place.
to stick by them.
They were brave enough just now, but when they got
They worked pretty har? for a_n hour, and at the en~ of
.
that time had succeeded m gettmg together about thirty, face to face with the boy it might. be _differe~t.
While they were holding a meetmg the)'. did not thmk of
including t}'.iemselves.
The:::e were of the worst element of the camp, and there what might be consummated to offset their plans.
There was scarcely a mine1· to be seen when they left
was not one of them who had not committed some sort of
the saloon, but they either took it for granted that they
crime in his day.
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had gone to their work or did not think anything about it purpose of wiping out the three they considered to be their
bitte r enemies is easily explained.
at all.
~am Skelly had little difficulty in getting a band of minThe villains were very cautious about approaching the
ers together to stand by Young Wild West, after he heard
camp of our friends.
what the scoundrels who had brought about the hangine of
Not one of them cared to be the first seeri by them.
.
They had a n excellent chance of getting close to the spot, Peculiar J enkins, intended to do.
All the class of men he had with him needed was a good
too, as the boulders, clumps of scraggy bushes and hills and
hollows that lay around were ample hiding-pl aces for them leader, and they would straighten things out in the camp.
While few of them sympathized with the ideas the temto sneak behind.
Glittering Gus and Malloy reached . a good spot to hide perance fanatic had put forth, they did feel sore ·over his
that was not more than two hundred feet from the camp, death.
And they had taken a strong liking for Young Wild West
and then they took a good look at it.
The villains were surprised when they saw that there when he championed the cause of the man.
Skelly got twenty-nine men to declare that they would
were at least thirty-five miner s there!
They were sitting and standing about, talking in a care- fight against the other gang, in case they attempted to shoot
or drive our hero and his friends from Rattlesnake Run.
less way with Jim Dart and Anna and Eloise.
He led them over to the camp about half an hour before
The two Chinamen were there, too, but Young Wild West,
the villains left the saloon.
Cheyenne Charli e and Arietta were missing.
In a f ew words he explained to Wild what was up.
The leader of the rascally gang did not know what to
·
The boy smiled.
make of this.
"So they intend to clean us out, do they?" he ·remarked.
"Looks as though they was ready fur us, hey, Bill?" he
"Well, they will have the toughest job they ever tackled in
said, after a pause.
"I should reckon so," was the reply. "There's Sam Skelly their lives, I am thinking."
"I shoi;ild reckon so!" exclaimed Skelly. "We're all go in'
here, an' you kin bet your boots he's ther one what got ther
ter stick by yer through thick an' thin, ain't we, boys?"
men to come over here!"
"Yes, ye11!" came the answer.
"That's putty sartin. But, say!"
"Weli, I am much obliged to you, boys. We will get
"What, Gus ? "
things running in good shape before another day has passed,
"Ther main one we want ain't here."
I guess. Then we will start in to do mining a little. The fel"No. I don't see nothin' of Young Wild West."
"Nor ther big feller they calls Cheyenne Charlie ain't lows who murdered Peculiar Jenkins must be punished,
though."
here, either."
"They've got ter hang, ther same as he did!" declared one
"Neither is one of ther gals, 'thout she's in one of them
of the men.
tents."
"Well," said Wild, after a pause, "our supply of meat is
"It's ther puttiest of ther gals what's missin', too."
"Is that so? I never took enough notice of 'em to see running pretty low, and while you fellows are here I think
which was ther puttiest. All gals seems putty ter my eyes." Charlie and I had better go out and shoot somethin!;. · We
ought to be able to strike something eatable over there in
"But some is more putty than others, Bill."
that strip of woodi;;."
"Oh! that might be true."
"Let me go with you, Wild?" spoke up Arietta, almost
"Well, now, since there's three what belongs to that crowd
what ain't there in ther camp, it's dead sartin that they pleadingly. "I feel just like shooting a buck, or something
of the kind."
must be somewhere else."
"There's plenty of game over there," said Skelly, nod"That's as sure as anything."
"Well, if we only knowed where they was we'd have a ding at the woods Wild had referred to. "There ain't a
better place fur game in all Arizony, I reckon."
sorter soft thing of it, wouldn't we?"
"You can go, Et," Wild told his sweeth eart. "I guess it
"That's so, Gus. By gracious! But you're a great thinker,
will be all right. The only thing we will have to be on the
you are!"
"I reckon we'd better find where Young Wild West an' lookout for is the rattlers, that must be pretty thick arouna
here."
ther tall feller an' ther gal is."
"They are putty thick," retorted Skelly. "That's what ther
"Good !" exclaimed Malloy.
"We'll jest git about a dozen of our gang together an' go camp is named after-ther rattlesnakes which is so thick in
ther run back here."
out an' look fur 'em."
Arietta's eyes sparkled with delight.
"Good enough!"
She was a splendid shot, and she felt that she would do
"See that big pine over there?" and Glittering Gus pointed
her share if anything worth shooting got up in front of her.
it out.
Anna .and Eloise could shoot well, too, but they were not
"Yes."
"Well, you strike out to ther right an' I'll go to ther left. as fond of it as Arietta was.
"I hope we run a cross a nice young black bear," observed
You · git some of ther gang to go over to that pine an' wait
fur me. Tell ·ther others you see to sorter lay around an' Cheyenne Charlie, as they set out, · each carrying a rifle.
keep a watch on ther camp, but not ter do nothin', 'cause "I'm jest longin' for a nice juicy bear steak to chew on."
"Well, if there are any to be found in this part of the
they'll only git ther worst of it most likely if they do. '!'ell
'em we're goin' to look fur Young Wild West an' give him country, right here ought to be the place," answered our
his medicine as soon as we set eyes on him. That's ther hero, nodding at the timber and rough side of the mountain
near by.
best way, anyhow."
The three started off and were soon out of sight of the
"Of course it is."
Two minutes later the two villains were crawling away in camp.
They had not gone far when they came upon two rattle.
different directions.
Glittering Gus soon came in contact with four of his men, snakes close together.
Young Wild West did not bother to shoot at them, but
and he promptly told them what was. up and led them to
simply picked up a dead branch of a tree and killed them.
the pine tree.
Then they hunted around, and it was not long before
The five had not been there more than five minutes when
Bill Malloy came along with six more of the villainous Charlie came upon the fresh tracks of a bear.
The scout was 'delighted, and without waiting, he set out
miners.
They could see the camp of our friends from where they to follow up the bear and make short work of him.
·
were, but it was easy for them to keep from being seen · Wild and Arietta kept together.
They kept on in a circle around the camp, as they did not
themselves.
·
"Now, boys, we want ter find ther three what ain't in ther want to get too far away.
They expected to carry something back with them, and
camp," said the Gold Dust Fiend, clutching his revolver as
the further away they were the harder it would b~.
though he meant business.
It was fully fifteen minutes after Cheyenne Charlie left
Just then a rifle-shot sounded.
them when they heard a rifle crack.
They knew it must be his, for it came from the direction
CHAPTER VI.
he had taken.
ARIETTA'S PERIL.
"Charlie is beating us, Et," said ':\' ild. "We haven't struck
The reason Wild, Charlie and Arietta were not at the a thing yet, and i t is safe to say th::.t the report we just
<'..<tmn when CTlitterine: Gus and his men creDt UD for the , heard meant the death of a bear."
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"That's so," replied the girl. "But just wait! There is a
deer pat h, I am quite sure. We will strike something before long, see if we <lon't!"
The words were scarcely out of her mouth when they
heard the bushes m stling not far distant.
The next moment a fine young buck that had evidently
been startled by the shot that had been fired a little before
came dashing along in view of the two.
Arietta's rifle flew to her shoulder and a sharp report
followed.
"There is some venison for us, Wild!" she exclaimed, as
the animal leaped high in the air and dropped in a heap to
the ground.
"Right you are, Et," was the reply. "That was a very
pretty shot, I must say."
The t\vo hastened to the spot where the slain animal lay,
and our hero proceeded to bl eed it.
"I guess I had better skin him, too, Et," he remarked.
"There is no need of lugging a whole lot of unnecessary
weight back to the camp."
"That's right," was the reply. "Now, I just wish another
buck would come along."
It was rather queer that her wish should be granted ~o
soon, but it was.
The sounds of light-mnning feet could be heard, and
both knew it was another deer.
Arietta sprang in the direction with quick-beating heart.
Wild could tell that the deer was running, so she would
be apt to get a shot if she reached a little clearing a few
yards away in time.
He remained right where he was and continued with his
work.
The next instant Arietta had disappeared among some
rather thick undergrowth.
Ten seconds later a report rang out.
"I got him, Wild!" called out the girl.
"All right," he answered. "I'll be there in about five
minutes now."
Arietta had caught sight of the deer a good hundred
yards oft', and it was a true aim that she took when she
fired.
As the deer dropped she hastened to the spot as fast as
she could go.
But she soon found that there was a narrow ravine between her and where the animal fell.
This made her work her way around, and it was fully
five minutes before she got there.
Arietta was just bending over the fallen deer \ O see
where the bullet had hit it when two men suddenly appeared
behind her.
Before s~e could raise a hand to protect herself, or even
open her lips to utter a cry for help, she was seized and a
rough hand was clapped over her mouth.
The two men were no other than Glittering Gus and Bill
.
Malloy.
He had been 111nni~g it ov~r i~ his mind that the girl
would ~ake a good W1fe for him, 1f he could by fair means
or foul mduce her to marry him.
And when he saw her running right into his arms almost
he touched Malloy on the arm and said:
"Jest help me catch her, Bill. But, mind yer, she ain't ter
be hurt!"
"All right," was the reply.
They ~aited until the chance came and then quickly sprang
upon Arietta.
. The girl was perfectly helpless in the grasp of the two
villains.
"I've got ter tie yer handkerchief in yer mouth gal "
~aid the Gold Dust Fiend, "I don't want yer to holler,' 'cau ~e
If yer was ter our game would be sp'iled. We ain't goin'
ter harm a hair in yer head, gal, so don't be afeard." ·
Arietta was completely dismayed at what had happened.
But she was one of the sort who never fainted from a
su~den fright, and she soon calmed herself and began to
thmk of a way to get out of th~ clutches of the villains.
She ceased struggling when they had bound and gagged
her, and then counting the men, found there was just a
·
dozen of them.
The leader took charge of her rifle, and then she was
picked up bodily and carried off through the woods. The
revolver and knife the girl had carried in her belt were removed, too, but the villains failed to get the handsome sixshooter she carried in the bosom of her dress.
Arietta always carried it there, and on more than one occasion it had come in very handy for her.

They had been quite near the spot when they heard _the
first rifle-shot, and they got there just as the deer was stncken almost within the reach of them.
Then they laid low, knowing that the one who had firea
the shot would surely come to the spot.
'l'he villains thought it was most likely Young Wild West
who would appear, but when they saw it was Arietta all but
•
one of ,then\ was a trifle disappointed.
The one who was not was Glittering Gus, their leader.
He was delighted.
She thought of the weapon now, and she made up her
mind that if they should happen to untie her hands after
they got her to the place they were taking her to, she would
make short work of some of them.
"Huny up, boys!" said Glittering Gus. "Ther~'s ~ place
about a quarter of a mile from here where we km hide behind ther rocks an' shoot Young Wild West an' his pards
from ambush if they come along lookin' fur her. We ~von't
be in ther least bit of danger of bein' hit by 'em, either,
'cause th~r rocks will turn off ther bullets."
They now started on a run, two of them carrying Arietta
as though she was nothing more than a bundle of goods.
As they heard no signs of pursuit, they felt pretty easy.
In a very short time they reached the spot the leader
had spoken of, and then they came to a halt.
"I reckon this would be a putty good headquarters for
us if it was te1· come to ther pinch," observed the Gold Dust
Fiend, looking about him and giving a nod of approval.
"You bet it would, Gus!" said Malloy.
Arietta now "tried a little scheme on them.
She made out as though she was choking from the gag,
playing it to perfection.
"If I take ther handkerchief out of yer mouth, won't yer
h oller?" asked Glittering Gus.
She shook her head for no, and then continued to gasp
and choke.
"An' you won't call out at all?"
Again she shook her head.
"Boys, I reckon ther poor gal will choke ter d3ath if we
don't take that out of her mouth," r emarked the villain.
"I'm goin' ter take ther cha'lces c,f doin' it. If she does
holler out, it wil' only bring I oung Wild West an' ther other
feller to their dt..ath all the·_ 1ooner."
"Jest hold a sho.. ter to her head Phen yer take ther gag
out-take my advice on that," suggested Malloy, in a \vhisper, so the girl could not hear it.
The leader acted on this advice.
Arietta ceased gasping the moment the handkerchief was
awav from her mouth.
"You miserable' ruffian!" she exclaimed. "If you don't release me at once t here will be not 0111? of you living in an
hour from now! Young Wild West will hunt you until he
has shot t he last one of you!"
· "Not so lou<l, lit tle gal," cautioned Glittering Gus. "You
said vou '\Voul<ln't holler or call out."
"I ·have nothing f urt her t o say, anyway." a'lswe red the
rrirl. "Ynn hf'ard me a nrl. und erstood me, I t hink. "
"Well. don't take it so har <l, little g;:il. I likes yer , indeed
I does."
"WPll , if you like me, it is rather queer that y0u should
keep me tied up like this. You are not afra id of me, are
you?"
~
"I reckon not, little gal."
"Then why don't you untie me ? If you keep me here, it
will surely be the death of you; but if you must i<:t:ep ine,
let me be frp e of these bond~ . They are cutting into my
flesh awfully."
Arietta was working a nother game now.
The first had worked nicely, and she was in hopes that
this one would too .
And she was not disappointed.
"I reckon she couldn't git away from us, boys," said
Glittering Gus. "It are most likely that them cords does
kinder cut her wrists an' ankles. She's nothin' but a delicate little gal, yer know."
"Go ahead an' do as yer like, Gus," said Malloy. "But I
reckon it is bad business, this botherin' with females, anyhow."
"That's what I think," spoke up one of the others.
The Gold Dust Fiend was a little nettled at this.
"Never mind what you think!" he exclaimed. "I r eckonl'm ther one what's runnin' this game." ·
"Sartin, Gus. I didn't mean anything," was the quick
reply.
0
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The villain drew his knife, and, still holding the revolver
pointed at the girl, cut her bonds.
Arietta breathed a sigh' of relief, which, by the way, was
not at all feigned.
·
She raised to a sitting posture and leaned against a rock.
"You are making a big mistake," she said, looking the
leader of the villains squarely in the eyes.. "You will be
sorry that you interfered with me before two hours have
passed."
"No, I won't, little gal. Don't talk that way. It won't
do no good. I've jest fell dead in love with yer, an' it's
worth a great deal ter me t er sit here an' look at yer. You
are ther puttiest ~al I ever s et eyes on!"
"I don't appreciate such talk from you. You said a few
minutes ago that you were going to lay in wait for Young
Wild West and shoot him. I don't want any compliments
from a man who talks that way."
"Well, I can't help it, little gal! Young Wild West has
got ter die. If we don't drop him, he'll either run us out of
Rattlesnake Run or have us hung- like a lot of horse thieves."
"Which you richly deserve to have done to you."
"Maybe we do, but we ain't goin' ter have it done ter us,
jest ther same."
Arietta was taking in her surroundings while she kept up
the conversation with the villain.
It occurred to her that if she made a sudden move and
got over the rock she was leaning against she might have a
good chance of getting away.
She no . sooner thought this out than she got ready to
act.
"Here they come!" she exclaimed excitedly, and pointing
to the woods behind the men.
The ruse worked to perfection, and before they even found
that they had been foiled, she sprang to her feet and vaulted
over the rock.
Almost as fast as the deer had been running when she
shot it, the girl sped through the woods.
Before the villains started in pursuit, sl1e was fifty yards
away.
.
Just then she heard two rifles crack from a point 0ff to
the left, and, turning, she made in that direction.
But she had not taken more than a dozen steps when she
ran plump ·into a bowl-shaped hollow and fell to the ground.
Then it was that a cry of honor escaped her lips.
The br ave girl had run right into a nest of rattlesnakes!

CHAPTER VII.
ARIETTA'S DEAL WITH DEATH.

Arietta was never more frightened in her whole life than
1
she was at t}\at moment.
She had been in many dangerous places, but this was the
most awful of them all.
But she did not lose her presence of mind.
She got upon her feet almost instantly, and as she did
so one of the reptiles darted its forked tongue at her foot.
She was just in time to escape the bite which would have
meant certain death to her.
The girl looked around for an avenue of escape, but the
snakes were all around her!
The spot where she · stood was more clear of them than
any other that she could reach without stepping upon the
hideous things.
They were even sliding down into the hole from the bank
above, as though hastening to a feast.
The hissing and sound of the rattles was horrible, not to
say sickening.
There was not a stick near her, so the only thing the
. brave girl had to defend herself with was the revolver that
was in the bosom of her dress.
She drew this almost as soon as she got upon her feet.
One big snake that must have been fully four feet in
length was coiling itself for a spring toward her.
It was not more than three feet from her, too!
By a desperate effort she nerved herself for a deal with
death.
Taking aim at the snake, she pulled the trigger.
Crack!
The bullet pierced its neck and it wriggled in the throes
of death.
Then it seemed that they all began gliding toward her.
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Arietta felt the cold perspiration breaking out on her
forehead, but she knew she must be brave and fi.ght it out.
Wild and Charlie were near at hand, for had she not
heard them fire at the gang of villains she had escaped from.
Crack!
.
The life of another rattlesnake came to a sudden end.
But for every one she shot half a dozen seemed to appear
in its place.
No wonder the place had been called Rattlesnake Run!
It seemed that this particular hole on the mountainside
was a r endezvous for the poisonous reptiles.
. There was a boulder near by, and Arietta cast a quick
glance at it.
.
"If I could only get upon that!" she thought. "I might
be safe until Wild and Charlie get here."
It was a good two y~rds to the boulder, and between it
and the girl were at least a dozen rattlers of various sizes.
For a wonder, not more than one strove to attack her at
one time.
If they had, it would surely have been all up with her.
Arietta resolved to get upon the boulder.
Crack!
She fired her fourth shot.
This time the bullet merely gmzed the shining, diamondstudded back of the reptile she had aimed at. ·
The girl was getting nervous.
The terrible strain was telling on her.
.
She had two shots left, and by a desperate effort she
took aim again and fired.
The snake twisted itself in a knot and then gave up the
ghost.
There was one more big fellow coiling. itself to stnire
between her and the boulder, besides several smaller oile3.
She slid her left foot forward, ready for a leap, and then
fired at the reptile that barred her way the most.
So well did she aim this time that the head was almost
severed from the rattler's body,
The girl's body shot forward at the same moment, her
right foot coming down flat upon <the head of a snake and
crushing it.
Her hands clutched the top of the boulder, and she was
upon it in a jiffy.
Then a feeling came over her that was sickening, and
she felt that she was going to faint.
Her danger was not yet over by any means.
She must get out of the snake-hole!
She threw off the feeling that had come over her, and
looked around.
There was one way to get out, but that was the farthest
from the boulder, which was so close to the bank that one
of the slimy, poisonous things might drop down upon her
at any moment.
The girl felt that she must make the dash and take the
risk of being bitten.
She measured the distance carefully and then leaped to
the ground.
Two steps and she halted for an instant.
There were rattlesnakes all around Arietta.
She had used up all her cartridges and was now defenseless.
A shriek of horror escaped her lips and she sprang upon
a rock.
At that moment Wild and Charlie came into view.
They saw the girl's peril in one quick glance.
"Stand perfectly still, Et!" exclaimed Wild. "Don't lose
your nerve. You haven't been bitten, have you?"
"No," she answ~red, rather faintly, "not that I know of.
But it is awful, Wild!"
"I know it is; but you will soon be all right, little one.
Just wait, now."
As the snakes were thoroughly aroused, the two had to be
very cautious how they went near them.
Charlie quickly cut a thin sapling, while our hero got as
close as he dared and began shooting the reptiles with his
revolvers.
Then the scout began beating them right and left with
the sapling until he reached the rock.
Wild followed him up, and, watching his chance, he caught
Arietta in his arms and backed away from the dangerous
spot.
The girl fainted then, for it was r eally more than she could
stand.
"That is what I call a close call, Charlie," said the boy,
as they got to a place of safety. "I never saw so many
rattlers together in one place before."
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"Nor I. either. By jingo! but Arietta certainly had great
nerve, didn't she? She emptied her revolver an' killed. all
she could. We jest got here in time!"
"It is a good thing we heard her shooting, Charlie. While
we had to let the gang of ruffians go, it was much better
than to have Et get l:)itten. Now, if we can only find some
water we will soon bring· her to, for she has only fainted."
"There ain't no water around here, Wild."
"Well , we will have to get back to the camp, then."
They hurried along, and a couple of minutes later met
Jim and half a dozen of the miners.
They had heard the firing and knew that something must
be up.
Wild explained what had happened as near as he could in
a few words.
Just then Arietta shuddered and came to.
Wild's face was bending close to hers, and when she recognized him, a long-drawn sigh of relief came from her lips.
"Oh, Wild!" she said.
"It is all right, little one,'' he answered. "You certainly
had a deal with death; but you held the winning' hand, after
all, and it is all right now."
·
"I am so glad you came in time."
"And so am I. We were having it hot with the ruffians
when we heard you shooting. We thought more of them
had got after you, and . so ran to help you. But we had not
a thought of finding you in such a scrape."
Arietta now insisted upon being allowed to walk, and,
supported by her dashing young lover, she made out very
well.
She told all that had happened, and the men cheered when
they heard how she had contrived to get away from Glittering Gus and his men.
They picked up the carcasses of the two slain deers on
the way back and soon reached the camp.
Then the whole story was told by Arietta again, she
going into details this time.
•
"It would be a blamed good job if Glitterin' Gus an' his
gang was to fall into that nest of rattlers," said Sam Skelly.
"It would save some one ther trouble of hangin' 'em."
The miners agreed with him on this point.
Wild and Chal'lie had shot two of the villains when they
saw them pursuing Arietta, and then a hot exchange of shots
had followed.
But the rascally gang had got behind the rocks, and so
little or no damage was done to them.
As our hero had said, they had heard the girl firing, and
they had run to find her and learn what it meant.
Sam Skelly reported that several of the bad gang had
been seen skulkin _g: around the camp, but they had finally
started off toward the saloon.
"Well, boys,'' said Wild, looking at the miners. "I guess
we had better organize a vigilance committee and have the
thing done as near right as possible. Come to order, please."
There was a deep silence right away.
Then the boy asked who should be chairman, and he was
selected unanimously.
They wanted him for a leader, but he declined, and so it
fell upon Skelly.
The jury of twelve men was then drawn and the case of
the murdered man was brought up .
The verdict was arrived at in short or<ler.
Glittering Gus and Bill Malloy were indicted and condemned
demned to die by being hanged at the same time.
And the jury further recommended that all who opposed
the capture of the two men should be shot down, or, if taken
alive, to be hanged, also.
It was a case of lynch law, but there was nothing better
to be had in that place.

CHAPTER VIII.
A REFORM FEVER STRIKES RATTLESNAKE RUN.

Glittering Gus was very glad when Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie left off firing at them.
While the villain was angered at having lost his fair
prisoner, he felt much easier when the dashing young deadshot was out of sight, even if he did have a pretty secure
place under cover of the rocks and boulders.
"They've gone, I reckon," he said, turning to Malloy, whose
face had turned a sickly yellow from arrant fear.

"Yes, I recl:on so,'' was the reply.
"I wonder "'•hat made 'em ::-o away so quick?"
"I don't know."
.
"I think I heard some shootin' goin' on back there,'' npoke
up one of the men.
.
"That was what took 'em away, then, was it? I wonder
who it was doin' ther shootin' ?"
No one had a reply to make to this question .
"It are too bad that two of our men went under," resumed the leader of the villains. "But I'm mighty glad
more of us didn't git in range of their rifles. There's no
use talkin', boys, them fellers kin sartinly kill when they
make up their minds ter do it!"
"I think ther best thing we kin do is ter give in to 'em,"
spoke up a weazen-faced little man, who had been strangely
silent ever since Arietta -had been captured by the gang.
"What's that you say, Platt?" cried the Gold Dust Fiend.
"Do yer want ter see me strung up?"
"No!" was the auick reply. "I reckon it could be fixed
so no one would be strung up. It could be compromised, I
think."
"Compromised be blowed! You don't know what you're
talkin' about. If you say anything like what yer jest said
now ag'in, I'll let daylight through yer ugly carcass!"
"No, you won't, Gus, not if I knows 1t!" and the little
man jerked his revolver from his belt and prepared to shoot.
"I'm as good as you are, an' my 'pinion is as good as yours,
even if you are ther leader. I say that if we keep on foolin'
v.rith Young Wild West an' them fellers what wants things
ter run straight in ther camp, we'll g it our medicine. Young
Wild West an' his pard s kin shoo ~ too straight fur us, an'
you know it. There ain't no need of a whole lot of us gittin' wiped out jest on your account. I, fur one, am goin' to
quit, an' I'm goin' to quit right now!"
•
The speaker fl.ashed a look of dcfian<'e at the leader and
then cast a glance around him to see w: ...lt effect his words
had on the rest of the gang.
He sa,,,T quickly t:I·at ther e were several who looked as
though they approved of his action. ·
"Them that wants to go with me to ther camp an' make
peace with ther boys there git up an' foller me,'' he said.
He kept his revolver pointing at Glittering Gus as he
spoke.
Then something happened that nearly took the breath away
from the Gold Dust Fiend:
Every man but Bill Malloy got up!
"Good enough!" exc'.aimed Platt, the little man. "Boys,
vou're very sensible, that's what you arc. Come on! Let
Gus an' Biil fight it out if they want to. They was ther ones
as hanged U1er temperance feller, anyhow. It ain't no
funeral of ours, an' there's no use in lettin' it go any further."
"That's rig-ht!" came from one.
"You've hit ther nail right on ther head, Platt," said
another.
Then they backed away, each man with hi? hand on his
revolver, showing that they possessed a certain fear of the
two men they rere quitting.
"Come back, boys!" cried Glittering Gus pleadingly. "Don't
leave me this way~"
But the men only laughed.
Now that they were in open revolt they took no pains to
conceal their feelings.
"We'll send a couple of horses to ygu two fellers if you
want to git away," called out Platt.
This so enraged the two villains that they opened fire on
the men.
·
One of them received a bullet in the calf of his leg, but
that was all the damage t11at was done.
They did not waste any shots, for they knew they could
not hit the two villains behind the rocks.
There were ,iust eight men in the crowd, and they headed
dirPct for the mining camp.
They took care, however, to steer clear of the camp occupied by Young Wild West and his friends.
They were not just ready to make up with them.
They did not want to bother with them while the excitement was at its height.
A little later they ·would try and see what could be done.
"Sam Skelly is ther man we want to see," said Platt.
"We'll send some one fur him afore ther day is o•,rer, an'
then we kin have a talk with him."
They fin ally reached the saloon.
Much to their surp1·ise, they found the rest of the thirty
"l'lP.n belomrinl?: to Glittering Gus's party there.
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"I want to jine in with you an' be straight, an' so does 1
"What are you fellers doin' her e?" a'sked Platt.
"Oh, we made up our minds that we'd git ther worst of it lot more of the boys."
Young Wild West was near enough to hear every word
tf we hung out around that camp over there," replied a big
that there was
an with a grizzled beard, so we made up our minds to that was said, and one glance told him little
man's face.
the
on
depicted
anyitself
fur,
that
sincerity
like
but
off
go
naught
fellers
you
did
What
back.
come
'.'You ar~ a sensible fellow," the daring young deadshot
way?"
am
"Well, it was all Gus's doin's. He had an idea that he said, steppmg up. "What has changed your mind?whoI capgang
the
with
inwoods
but
the
in
West;
back
Wild
you
saw
I
Young
drop
certain
to
chance
a
git
to
goin'
was
.
tured the young lady."
stead of <loin' it, two of our men got dropped."
,
"It was you who changed my mind, Young Wild West!
"Where's Gus an' Bill?" '
Yes, I was back there; but I've quit Glitterin' Gus, an' so
"Back in ther woods afraid to come out, I reckon."
was
who
Ike,
Husky
has all hands, 'cept Bill Malloy, I reckon."
asked
back?"
come
they
""Wouldn't
"An' Husky Ike," added one of the men who had followed
listening interestedl y to what was being said.
him.
"We didn't ask 'em to."
"Yes, that's so. But he sticks that way 'cause he thinks
"How's that? Didn't have a fallin' out, did yer?"
"Yes," retorted Platt, "I reckon that's what yer kin call he's goin' to git his place cleaned out an' his rum throwed
it. We're done with ther gang what hung Peculiar Jen- away."
"Well, nothing like that will happen, I guess," said Wild.
kins."
"But if Husky Ike had a hand in the hanging of Peculiar
The face of the saloon-keep er turned pale.
have to look out for himself."
Though he had not assisted in committing the crime, he Jenkins, he will
ad urged it very strongly.
Glittering Gus and Bill Malloy had really been the ones
:who did the hanging, but there were several who had yelled
CHAPTER IX.
and cheered while it was being done.
The latter felt it keenly now, and it is safe to say that
THE- EXPLOIT OF TWO CHIN AMEN.
they would have been willing to give almost anything if
they had not done it.
Wild West did not advise that any one should go
The only thing they could do now was to cut off from outYoung
and hunt for Glittering Gus and Bill Malloy.
the bad men and try to do better in the future.
"They will come back," he said. "They will not be apt to
Husky Ike knew quite well that he was as much responin a hurry."
sible for the hanging as any man living, and he did not like leave
But the two scoundrels did not show up that day, just
the wal the men acted.
"Wel ," said he, "I didn't have anything to do with ther the same.night came Husky Ike was still doing business at
When
hangin' business, anyhow. Come, boys! Let's all have a
but he had a feeling of dread about him that he
drink afore Young Wild West starts in ter rule ther camp." his saloon,
conceal.
"I reckon Young Wild West won't try ter rule ther camp, could not
Not long after dark who should walk into the saloon but
not if he's let alone," spoke up Platt, who now seemed to
'
Wah and :\iis brother Wing.
favor the dashing young deadshot more than ever. "He Hop
Hop liked his whisky, and he was a regular fiend for
believes in what's right, an' I'm mighty sorry I ain't be- gambling.
lieved that way myself."
He would sometimes steal different articles that he had no
"Young Wild West has been talkin' to Platt, I guess."
fpr, and then deny doing it, even if they were found on
There was a sneer on the lips of the saloon-keep er as he use person.
his
said this.
With his brother it was different.
"That's right, Ike; he has been talkin' to me, but it was
The only fault he had was that he could be led off.
with bullets, though. Them's what talks sometimes, an'
He would get drunk now and then, but it was generally
when he draws a bead on a feller it is all up with him.
the coaxing of others.
Them two pards of his is about as bad, too, I tell you! throughhad
heard all about the place that Husky Ike kept,
Hop
When a gang goes up ag'in Young Wild West, he makes
that he ought to pay a visit to it.
ther mistake oi his life! Why, he's got more'n half of ther and hehefelt
urged Wing to go with him, and finally his brother
So
men in '.Rattlesnake Run on his side at this very minute!"
consented.
"He'll have 'em all if they go to takin' your advice."
They had done up all their work for the night, so there
"Well, that's right, too. I don't care. I reckon about
to keep them at the camp really.
ther worst thing I ever done in my life was to jump around was nothing
Both Chinamen were armed, and they were not afraid to
an' yell hurrah when that poor temperance chap was jerked
if they did not hit anything.
into eternity last night. But I wouldn't have done it if I shoot, even
They happened to be the first Chinamen to arrive at Rathadn't been drunk, an' a lot of ther rest wouldn't have done
tlesnake Run, and when they entered the saloon the men
it, either, if they wasn't full as a stuffed toad!"
gathered there, looked at them and grinned . .
Husky Ike looked surprised.
Wing and Hop both smiled pleasantly.
One of the miners had been holding a glass of whisky
"Chinamen allee samee Melican man; buy dlinkee," said
ready to place it to his lips, while Platt talked, and when
he had concluded he turned to the little man and exclaimed: Hop. right," retorted Husky Ike. "Your money is as good
"All
"I'm one of them what was drunk last night, an' I holelse's, you yaller-face d heathen. Put it on the
lered as though it was awful fun when :Peculiar Jenkins as any one put
out the drinks."
I'll
went up. But it is my l\lst, an' don't yer forgit it! I'll bar an'fumbled
around in one of the many mysterious pockHop
never drink another drop of licker as long as I live!"
contained and brought out a silver dollar.
He empti~d the glass on the floor, and then placed it on ets his gowndown
and the saloon-keep er gave them each a
He laid it
the bar, his eyes flashing _a nd his lips quivering.
drink of whisky.
A deep silence came over the place.
They took the full limit of the drink, too, for a Chinaman
It was plain that all hands were affected more or less.
to get the worth of his money.
The miner who had made the open declaration had been usually wishESS
They wiped their mouths, and, smiling blandly, Hop led
known as a hard drinker, and to see him act that way made
the way to the room that adjoined the ba r.
the rest stop and think.
There was not a great deal going on there just then, but
Husky Ike was the first to break the silence, and he did so
three men were there playing cards.
by saying:
There · was money on the table, too, and "·hen the·China"Flat-foot Joe has gone plumb crazy, I reck6n."
man saw that he smiled broadly and bowed to the- players.
T11e miner made no reply, but walked out of the saloon.
"Me likee play pokee," he said.
A few minutes later Young Wild West, Sam Skelly and
"What!" exclaimed one of them. "You pla y poker, you
a half dozen of the miners who had gone over to the camp
heathen Chi nee! What do you know abol't poker?"
of our friends were seen approachin g.
"Me know velly little," replied Hop. "My blother kno\v
Platt went out to meet them, followed by two or three of
nothin' 'boutee it. Me play for um sport, allee samee rich
the crowd.
"Skelly," said the little man, "I want to speak to you a Melican man."
The Chinaman's words brought all hands to the back room.
minute."
Wing had had a taste of liquor, and as he wanted more,
"What is it, Platt?" asked the head of the vigilance com~e slid back to the bar.
""i+-+-ii::io . in ~nrnrise..
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He bought a small flask of the stuff and paid two dollars what got her off, hey 1 I'll shoot ther galoot what said it to
for it.
her! It is ther first time she's had a spell in a month, an'
Then he ordered a drink for himself and calmly swal- ther man what told her I was dead has got ter go under!"
lowed it.
"It wasn't me," retorted Husky Ike. "She said you was
"Me allee samee Young Wild West," he said to Husky Ike. shot, an' then she asked me who done it. I said if any one
"Me shootee buttons off coatee just for fun!"
done it it must have been Young Wild West's gang, that's
It so happened that Wing had heard a good deal of the all "
'
conversation that had taken place at the camp that day,
jack, as he ·was called, looked daggers at the villain, and
and he knew that Husky Ike was what might be called a then taking his wife by the arm, went out.
·marked man for the vigilance committee.
Hop had been kind enough to recover his brother's shoe,
Two drinks of liquor made him feel very brave, and he and he now gave it to him.
thought all of a sudden that it ·would be a good idea for
Wing was muddled considerably by what had happened,
him to humble the man a little, and, if it came to the point, but he was not through with his performance yet.
.
make a prisoner of him and take him to the vigilantes.
He produced the bottle of liquor he had bought and took
HoJ? sat down in a game o.f draw poker with the three a good pull at it.
men m the back room and Wing began to talk bluster to
Then he gave his pigtail a twist and jerked out his six-·
the proprietor.
shooter.
It so happened that this was a good time to pile it on
"Man behind de bar tellee lie 'boutee Young Wild West!"
Husky Ike.
he exclaimed. "Me shootee his ear off!"
He was really trembling in his boots, for he had heard all
Crack!
about the vigilance committee, and knew that as soon as
He fired a shot, and a bottle about six feet from Husky
Glittering Gus and Bill Malloy were caught they would be Ike was smashed.
strung up.
The crowd got out of the way, and with grins on their
And that meant that he would either be given a short time faces let him proceed.
to get out of the camp or suffer the same fate.
There was a strong feeling against the saloon-keeper now,
"Me shootee stlaightee, allee samee Y:oung Wild West!" and if he had dared to draw a bead on the Chinaman just
said Wing, pulling a revolver from his pocket.
then he would have been shot in his tracks.
"Did he learn yer how to shoot?" asked Husky Ike.
It was Young Wild West's Chinaman who was creating
"Yes, he learn me a year ago. Me shootee eyebrows off the excitement, and that meant that he was perfectly safe.
man one day, then me makee him stand on um head while
Wing Wah was drunk, but he had sense enough to realize
me cut his hair with bullets."
this, for he was not what might be called a "fool China"You're a wonrler, ain't yer?" said the saloon-keeper, who man."
knew the Chinaman was lying- about as fast as la man could
Though not as sharp as his brother, he had learned much
do it. "I reckon you need another drink, don't yer ?"
about the ways of men in general.
"Yesi· me·wantee more whisky; me likee whisky."
He let another shot go, but the bullet merely hit the ceil"Wel, have one with me."
ing this time.
Husky Ike had decided to keep in with the Chinaman,
Crack!
since he knew he belonged at Young Wild West's camp.
He knew better than to attempt to shoot off the saloon"He gave him ·a good big drink, and two minutes later keeper's ear, as he had threatened to do, for he would surely
Wing began to dance, his shoes striking the boards with a have made a miss of it.
clatter that brought a crowd to see what the trouble was.
Crack!
.
"Hip, ho! Hoolay!" yelled the Chinaman. "Me allee samee
This time he fired at the floor, and then he sat down
Cheyenne Charlie! Me danc.ee likee um measly coyote!"
suddenly and turned a back somersault.
It, W?-S queer sort of dancmg. .
.
+
"Hoolay!" he yelled. "Hip hi! Me allee samee circus lacBut it was fun for the lookers-on, Just vhe same.
tor! Me don't care for anybody, so be!"
Hop got up from the table and came out to see what the . At this very moment in walked Young Wild West, Cheytrouble was.
,,
.
.
.
enne Charlie and Jim Dart.
'.'Mr blother feel g,?o~ee, he said, wit'.1 a. smile that ~as
A dozen of the mi~ers had volunteered tp stay at the
childlike and bl3;nd. Him no bee~ on spree ~n, goodee while. camp and guard the girls, so they had walked over to see
He have um fme sore headee m de mornm , allee samee "f th two villains had showed up yet.
boiled o:wl!"
. th d
-/,
i wJd would not have been surprised if he had found Hop
At this mo1!1ent a woman came.m e oor. .
. . •.
there playing cards.
She was wild-eyed and her hair was hangmg m /disorder.
But he was a little astonished when he saw Wing cutting
"Is it so that Jack is dead?" she asked, turning to Husky up that way.
Ik~i reckon it is," was the reply. "He went under this . "Hello, there,. you he~then !" he called out sha?~ply. "What
afternoon in a fight out in ther woods, so I heard."
is ,0e matter with you. H3;ve you g?,ne crazy.
"Who shot him, do yer know?" rried the woman fiercely.
Tl1:er :y,aller galoot S!11"~i.~ly has, spoke up Cheyenne
"It was either Young Wild West or one of his pards. They Charhe.
Jest look at hm_i.
.
had a fight, you know."
Wing Wah h~d ceased 1].is performmg, and he now sat on
"Well, Im
• gom
· • to kill th
picture
er man wh a t kill ed my ·J ack'"
. the floor, the th"
f of
th dismay.
ld b
"d th
'h
the woman screamed.
. Before any mg ur er cou
e sai
ere was a cri;ts
"Them Chinese fellers is from Young Wild West's camp," m the back room, and the next moment Hop came running
said the saloon-keeper significantly.
ou~.
, .
y
W"ld W
h
It would have pleased him to have the woman shoot the
'Me so fl~,id wheI?- me hear oung i
est t at me upt
Chinamen just because they belonged to our hero's settee table, ho said to one of .the gamblers who followed
wot
.
him closely and caught hold of his queue.
pawf~g was still dancing away, almost exhausted, when the
"Yes,_ I know yer .did/' was. the reply. "But you wasn't
woman, who was certainly crazed, for the time being, any- so ~fraid that yer didn t furgi.t te! grab ther? money wha~
way, sprang forward and seized him by the pigtail.
w'.3-s ?1} ther tablt; afore yer gone it, was Y~; . I had the1
She gave him such a sudden yank that he fell back on wmmn hand, so. Jest hand ove,r that ~on~y.
.
the floor, and in doing so one of his shoes flew off and
"M.e no kno~ whatee talkee boutee, said Hop, puttmg on
struck Husky Ike in the face.
an air of bewilderment.
,,
.
Now it so happened that the woman's husband had not
"You're what. I, call~. a cute .one, y~u, are! exclaimed the
been shot at all and he walked into the place at that mo- miner. "You amt savisfied with havm won about all ther
ment
'
money we had, but yer wanted ter git what yer didn't win,
"R~y, there, Mary Ann!" he bawled. "What's ther matter too. Hand that dust over, or I'll cut off your blamed pigwith yer? Let go of that Chinee's pigtail. Come on back t:ail!"
·
.
to ther shanty with me. I've got yer medicine all ready to
"Me no know," protested Hop, but he hurriedly produced
take."
the money, just the same.
..
.
The woman quieted down as suddenly as she had begun.
Young Wild West could not help sm1lmg at all this.
"You're a liar, Husky Ike!" she cried, turning to the
There wa::; a humorous side t?-. it, after .all.
saloon-keeper, who was trying to stop a bleeding nose that
But he did not want to let the, two Chinamen know that
had been caused by Wing's flying shoe. "Jack ain't dead!" he enjoyed it.
"Who said I was dead?·" cried the man fiercely. "So that's
If he did, he would surely spoil them.
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"You two fellows light out of here and get back to the \ This was different from what he had told Young Wild
camp as fast as you can run!" he exclaimed ste1·nly. "I West when he first met our friends
But the circumstance s were difl'~rent, too.
am going to shoot at you as soon as you get outside the
door!"
Then he was the recocrnized leader of Rattlesnake R
un,
and now he was simply ~ marked man.
They did not hesitate.
"Have a drink'?" asked the tall man in the red shirt
Both made a break for 'the door, each trying to get out
.
~~
"We brought alohg a barrel or two of ale with us so's w~
'
The result was that they came together and fell · to the w~;:ildn't go dry ci:ossin' tlier desert."
floor.
You bet w~ will, stranger!" exclaimed Bill Malloy, and
"Hurry up!" called out Young Wild West, and to stir he took the tin can handed him and gulped the contents
.
eagerly.
them to fresh endeavors he fired a shot from his revolver.
Both drank deeply, and the men, who numbered about
The bullet did not come anywhere near them, but it answered the purpose just as well as if it had whistled past twenty, seemed to be pleased.
their ears.
Then the ~wo marked men sat down on a rock near by
By rolling and scrambling they got outside, and then and started m to tell. a story that would be near enough to
they started on a run for the camp.
the i:eal :;tate of affairs to make their side look right.
Ghttermg Gus began by saying:
"Some ciga1·s, landlord!" said Wild, stepping to the coun/
.
"You fellers ain't temperance, I see?"
ter.
"Yes, sir!'" exclaimed Husky Ike politely. ." Help your"Nary a one of us!" retorted the man in the red shirt
selves!" and h_e placed a box before them.
"A temperance man in this. part of ther country oughter b~
shot."
The saloon-keepe r felt that his turn was coming now.
But
"That's jest what me an' my pardner here thinks
~he1:e are some folks in Rattlesnake Run what don't ·believe
m. hq~or,_ an' they're doin' their best to stop everybody from
CHAPTER X.
drmkm' it."
This. was a lie, but it sounded well just then, and it hit
THE STRANGERS.
the pomt, too.
Then the Gold Dust Fiend started in and told a story
Glittering Gus and Bill Malloy remained among the rocks how the n;ian called Peculiar Jenkins had tried to .destroy
afternoon.
whole
the
them
where their companions had left
all .the wh1s~y ~usky Ike had bought, and how Young Wild
They could not pluck up sufficient courage to go back to West and his friends had come along and upheld him in iL
Rattlesnake Run.
. He also related that .things got so bad that Peculiar JenThey had no intention of leaving the place, since both kins was hanged, and that he and Bill Malloy were wronghad good-paying claims there.
fully blamed for it.
But they knew they were marked men, and unless someHe wound up by declaring that he felt almost certain
be
surely
would
they
thing out of the ordinary happened
that the travelers would be unable to get a drop of whisky
hanged.
when they got to the mining camp.
When darkness came they left the spot and went out to
The latter remark stirred them as much as anything he
the trail that led into the mining camp.
said, and they assured him that they would make it hot
had
oppowas
that
They started to walk along in a direction
temperance crowd that destroyed the rum, ·if such a
the
fo!
site to the camp just to kill time.
come to ~ass ..
had
th~pg
subject
the
over
They walked for perhaps a mile talking
Well, I reckon it will be about as well ter stay right
that was uppermost in their minds, and then suddenly they h~re overnight," said the man in the red shirt, who gave
noticed the light of a campfire not far ahead.
name as Tom Copper, the leader of the band of gold"Must .be strangers, I reckon!" exclaimed Malloy. "Let's his
seekers.
go an' introduce ourselves, Gus."
"Yes, you do seem ter be sorter comfortably located " Gus
"Good! We might find friends who'll help us out of ther admitted.
'
•
hole we've got into."
~ight here with us, too."
stay
kin
two
"You
The two villains hurried for the campfire.
"Thank yer !"
As they neared it theiV saw it was quite a large party
"We won't want no temperance galoots in Rattlesnake Run,
that had camped there.
not if we have got ter stay there. We're from Texas ther
They had wagons with them, too, for the two men could most of us, an' we're used ter havin' bur whisky wh~n we
see them at the side of the trail almost the first thing.
want it.. It don't matter whe~her it is moonshine or straight
They paused and watched for a few minutes.
goods,. either; we must have it, an' ther man what tries ter
It was not until they saw a man come and draw a pail stop us from gittin' it has got ter go lll).derl'1
of foaming liquid from a barrel that· was in the back of one
"Well, there'll be some what has got ter go under then"
of the wagons that they nerved themselves to step up and said Malloy.
'
'
themselves.
introduce
More ale was drawn from the barrel and they all drank
They heard one of the strangers say that it was ale they goodly quantities of it.
had in the barrel.
Glittering Gus and Malloy were elated at having dropped
As ·might be supposed, Gus and Bill were very thirsty into so much luck.
time.
this
about
Their bravado returned, and they related how they would
The spree of the night before and the whisky they had make short work of their enemies when they came face to
swallowed that day had made them dry and feverish.
·
with them again.
Glittering Gus led the way, putting on a bold front' as he face
They succeeded in getting on the best of terms with the
did so.
men, who were a rather tough lot, anyhow, and when they
"Hello, strangers!" he· called out.
asleep it was to dream of seeing Young Wild West and
"Hello, there!" came the answer, and then half a dozen fell
his partners hanged to trees.
men started toward the two.
When they got up in the morning the two villains has"We're in a peck of trouble," said the Gold Dust Fiend.
to assist the travelers all they could.
tened
yer?"
do
while,
a
fur
yer
with
in
us
takin'
mind
don't
"You
They wanted to show their appreciation of what had been
"Sartin we don't," was the reply from a tall man in a red
·
done for them.
shirt. "Where do you fellei·s hail from, anyhow?"
After breakfast Tom Copper called the men and said:
"We belong ter Rattlesnake Run."
"Boys, I reckon we might as we!1 dean up ther ale that's
"Ther place where gold has been diskivvered, so plentiful,
Then we'll be in good trim when we git into Rattleleft.
hey?"
snake Run. It ain't hardly likely that ther temperance gang
"Yes, that's ther place."
will destroy ther whisky what's in ther saloon, even if
"How fur is it from here?"
they've closed ther place." .
"About a mile an' a half."
"I hope they ain't," said Bill Malloy. "But that's what
"Is that all?" and the man looked at his companions in
do what got hung."
surprise. "Why, if we'd knowed that, we'd have kept right ther feller wanted ter
It was about an hour later when they set out f or the
on an' landed there to-night. I r~kon th~re's room fur us
camp.
there, ain't there?"
Gus and Malloy were riding in one of the wagons, happy
"Oh, yes!" answered. Gus. "There's room fur twice as
lords.
&S
many."
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They both felt that their hour of triumph was close at
hand.
If they could only manage it so that Young- W.ild West
and his partners could be shot down the first .thmg, they
felt that the rest would be easy.
They kept the temperance question going all the way over,
and when they came in sight of the collection of shanties
and tents, Gus pointed out the place that was kept by Husky
Ike.
But as they drew near it they saw that it was closed!
The hearts of the two villains fairly leaped with joy.
Nothing better could have happened to further their plans.
There was quite a crowd of miners standing in front of
the shanty, on the door of which was a big placard.
The delegation of gold-seekers drove up and paused derectl y in front of the place.
. Then they read the placard, which said:
SALOON AND STOCK FOR SALE!
Buyer must be a man who believes in temperance to a certain extent. Whisky Mills,
like any other mills, should be run straight.
Apply to
YOUNG WILD WEST.
"Well, what do yer think of that?" gasped Tom C9pper.
But Glittering Gus and Malloy had dropped back mto the
wagon by this time.
They had noticed that Young Wild West was among the
crowd, and then it was that all their fears came back upon
.
~m
They began to think of flying bullets and .danglmg nooses
more than ever.
Tom Copper got off his horse and marched up to the door
of the closed saloon.
He read the placard over again, and then turned to the
,
crowd standing near.
"Where's Young Wild West?" he demanded.
"Here I am!" was the reply, and our hero stepped up.
"Want lo buy the saloon, stranger?"
"I want a drink fil!st, an' then mebbe I'll talk business,"
.
was the reply.
"Well I am sorry, but the place can't be opened until
some o-de buys it of me. I bought it at midnight, and it has
been closed ever since. The man who sold it to me did it of
his own free will. It was his offer that brought about the
deal, in fact. You see, he was a little mi ·eel up in a hanging
that took place here the night before last , and he wanted to
get away with a whole skin. W~en he o~ered to sell out
cheap if he was allowed ~w.enty mmute~ to get out of town,
I had a talk with the v1g1lance committee, and the result
was that they agreed to let him go. I bought the saloon
and stock then, and I at once placed it on sale. There doesn't
seem to be a man in the camp who wants to buy it, though,
anrl I know it isn't because they haven't the money to do it
'
with."
This was indeed the case.
Husky Ike had thought the matter over, and when he
came to the conclusion that most likely he would either
have to get out or have his neck stretched, anyhow, he had
sent for Wild and offered to sell out to him.
Wild knew that it was almost essential to have a saloon
in a mining camp.
The majority of the miners would not be satisfied unless
there was such a place.
That they could get along without one was plain, but
that they would not was evident.
So he was willing to sell for the price he paid for it.
"How much do yer want fur ther outfit?" asked Tom
Copper, who was somewhat awed by the cool manner displayed by the boy.
"A thousand dollars is the price I paid; that is all I ask
for it."
"Let me see what's inside first."
"No! If you don't want to buy, you don't have to."
"But it's like buyin' a pig in a bag."
"I can't help that. I'll guarantee that if you run the
place right you can make what you pay for it in less than
three weeks. How does that strike you?"
Tom Copper hesitated a moment, and then he put his hand
in his pocket.
"Hold on a minute, Tom!" called out one of his followers,
who was one of the reckless sort. "What's ther use of buyin'
ther place? Why not bust ther door in an' take charge of
it without pr.yin' a cent?"

A smile crept over the handsome featu res of You:lg Wild
West.
"r ou had better not try anything like that," he calnly ob·
served.
"I better not, hey? Well, jest watch me! I'm a wild
stallion on wheels when I git a-goin'! Whoop!"
Revolver in hand, the fellow made a dive for the door of
the saloon.
"Hold on there!"
Young Wild West spoke with a ring in his voice that made
the man halt instantly.
"If you so much as touch that door I will drop you!"
. The man stood stock-still for a moment, and then, recovermg from his surprise, turned his revolver upon Wild and
began firing.
He fired two shots, neither of which took effect, on account of his haste, and then the shooter in the hand of the
boy spoke once.
The r eckless stranger uttered a yell and dropped his revolver.
Wild had shot him through the wrist.
"You can thank your stars that I hesitated a moment,"
the boy said calmly. "My first impulse was to shoot for
your heart. Have you got enough, or do you still insist on
breaking . in the ~Joor?"
"I've got enough!" And the man grabbed his wounded
arm and started for one of the wagons with a groan.
"I'll buy ther saloon!" said Tom Copper. "It'll take about
all ther money I've got, but I reckon it's a good investment
fur me."
"All right, my friend. But remember you must run the .
place in a decent way."

CHAPTER XI.
THE LAST CHANCE FOR THE TWO VILLAINS.

"What do yer mean by a decent way?" asked Tom Copper.
"I mean that those who don't drink liquor shall be treatd
as well as those who do, should they happen to come into
the place," replied Young Wild West. "I also mean that
you are to have no swindling games run there, and that you
act like a man in your dealings with men."
"I'll agree to all that."
"All right. Give me the money and the place is yours!"
The big man in the red shirt soon produced the money.
Then Wild walked to the door of the shanty and gave it
a push.
There was no lock to it and it flew open.
"The place is yours!" he exclaimed. "Go ahead and do .
business."
The drivers of the wagons now drove over to a big vacant
lot a short distance from the saloon, on the opposite side
of the single street and proceeded to unhitch them.
Somehow the strangers had forgotten all about their two
guests, and it was not until every man of them had gathered
in the shanty to patronize the new proprietor that they wer~
thought of.
Then Tom Copper sent out for them.
But the two villains· could not be found.
Where they had disappeared to was a mystery to the
men. ,
But their disappearance is easily explained.
Both Glittering Gus and Bill Malloy saw that things were
going the wrong way the minute Young Wild West shot the
revolver from the hand of the fellow who started to bre_ik
down the door of the shanty.
They decided that it was no place for them.
Every one was watching what was going on i11 front of
the saloon, and, accepting the chance, they got out of the
wagon and made for the cover of some bushes a short distance away.
From this point it was quite easy to work around behind
the shanties and tents, and the first thing they knew they
· ·
had reached the claim of Glittering Gus.
The villain really had one of the best shanties in the
camp, and it was with a sigh of relief that he led the way
into it and sat down on a stool.
"Set down, Bill," he said wearily. "We'll be safe here
fur a while, I reckon." ,
"I reckon s.o," replied Malloy. "My, Gus! what a change
has come over Rattlesnake Run!"
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"It's too bad, Bill."
"Can't somethin' be done?"
"I'd give anything to know what, Bill."
"S'pose one of us goes ter Young Wild West an' begs
him ter let up on us ? He could make Sam Skelly an' ther
rest give in if he was a mind ter."
"Yes, but which one of us would it be ter go over an'
see Young Wild West?"
"We could draw lots an' see which one of us was ter do it,
Gus. In my opinion, that's ther only show we've got."
"S'pose we play a game of pitch t e'r see which shall go?
That would be squarer, wouldn't it? It would take a little
longer, anyhow."
"All right. If you think we're safe here long enough ter
·
play ther game, I'm willin'."
The Gold Dust Fiend soon found the cards, and, clearing
the rickety table, he proceeded to· sh(l,ffie them.
This done, they cut for deal.
Gus won it.
With a faint smile which betokened satisfaction, he dealt
the cards.
He made three points on the deal.
Ten was the limit of the game, so he f elt that he had a
·
good start.
Malloy made two then, and that left him still one behind.
The next time they each made two.
Glittering Gus was still in the lead.
It kept on until finally the game stood nine to six in
favor of Glittering Gus.
There was only one chance for Malloy to win now.
He must have the ace, deuce and jack and count the most
for game.
It was Malloy's deal.
When the ·cards were dealt Gus found that he had a fine
hand in spades.
He had a sure four in it.
"I'll give yer three, Bill," he said.
If Malloy had accepted the bid, it would have made him
nine points.
But this would have done him no good, as Gus would
have pitched a spade for trumps and got the one he .needed
right away.
It so happened that Malloy had a good hand, too, but it
was in diamonds.
He saw that he had four in it, and he promptly refused
the bid of three.
The face of Gus paled.
"You're either bluffin' or you'1·e goin' to win, Bill," he
said.
"I'm goin' ter win," was the reply. "Diamonds is trumps!"
And he led the ace.
Glittering Gus had none in his hand, so he tossed a spade
on the board and Bill took the trick.
"That's high." he said, with a grin. "Now here comes
ther jack, Gus."
He took that trick in, too, and then led the king of
t:·ur.lps.
d ~o he continued, t aking the last trick with the fourr,pot, which was low.
"High, low , jack an' ther game, Gus! I win!" he excl aimed.
At that rno~ent the door opened and in walked a Chinaman.
It was Hop Wah.
He had been walking around the mining camp and had
seen the two men enter the shanty.
He listened outside and heard them playing cards.
He got very much interested, and, finding a crack he
watched thel'Y\ until the game was just being brought t~ an
exciting finish.
He understood the game they were playihg, and, unable
to stay out· any longer, he went to the door and walked in.
"Me play high, low, jackee!" he exclaimed. "Me play
allee samee Melican man."
A sigh of relief came from Glittering Gus, for when he
saw the Chinaman he thought Young Wild West might be
with him.
He saw a way of keeping from going to see Young Wild
West, he thought, at the same time.
"Bill,'' said he, turning to his companion, "ther heathen
kin go an' tell Young. Wild. West what we want, an' I won't
have ter go."
"Oh. no!" was the reply. "That won't do. Gus!"
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" Play high, low, jackee! " spoke UJl Hop. "Play for five
dollee a game."
The men paid no attention to him.
"No play? " he asked. "Whatee matter, anyhow?"
"Where is Young Wild West? " questioned Malloy.
"Him over by saloon, allee samee whole lot Melican
mans."
"Kin yer write; Gus?" and Malloy looked at }}is companion hopefully.
"A little," was the reply.
"Then write a note ter Young Wild West, an' tell him we'd
like ter talk ter him. Tell him we're sorry fur what has
happened, and that we're willin' ter do anythin' that's right
ter be allowed ter stay here an work our claims."
"I reckon that would be a good idea."
The Gold Dust Fiend searched about the shanty and found
a piece of brown paper that would do to write on, and then
bidding Hop Wah to sit down and wait, he sat at the table
and proceeded to write the note.
It took him some little time to do it, but he got it finished after a while.
Then the two read it over carefully and pronounced it all
right.
"You take this ter Young Wild West right away," said
Malloy, handing the paper to the Chinaman. "It is mighty
important that he gits it right away-do yer hear?"
"Me savvey," retorted Hop. "When me come back we play
high, low, jackee for um five dollee a game."
· "All right. We'll do that."
As soon as the Chinaman had gone , a sudden idea, such as
it was, came into the head of Glittering Gus.
"S'pose we shoot Young Wild West if he comes alone?"
he said.
,His companion laughed outright.
"That would be a fine thing ter do!" he said. "Are yer
glttin' crazy, Gus?"
"Well, it would be an awful lot of satisfaction, an-yhow."
"Why, if yer could do it we wouldn't stand a ghost of a
show afterwards. Wouldn't his pardners chase us till they
had found us, an' riddle us with bullets? No; there's only
one thing ter do now, an' that is ter beg off."
"I reckon my idea wasn't much, after all," Gus admitted
a minute later.
"A putty idea, I should say!" was the retort.
They started another game of cards to pass away the
time, but it was little interest they could take in it.
They went through the form of pl ay ing the game, how-·
ever, and just as it was through they heard footsteps outside.
The two men dropped their cards and tumed as pale a3
death.
The door was ajar, and the next minute Hop Wah walked
in, followed by Young Wild West.
"How are you, gentlemen?" called out our hero, smiling
at them pleasantly. "What can I do for you?"
"We want yer to let up on us, Young Wild West," answered Malloy, calming himself as best he could. "We've
done wrong, we know, but we don't want ter die. An' we
don't want ter leave our claims, either."
"It is out of my hands,'' said our hero. "You have
brought it all on yourselves, so I am not going to interfere.
If you had not hanged Peculiar Jenkins I might have
looked over it and put in a word or two for you. But as it
is now, I won't lift a hand to save you."
It seemed as though the death-knell was ringing in the
ears of the two men.
"Ain't ther no way?" Glittering Gus managed to articulate. "Ain't ther no way at all?"
"Well, I will tell you·,'' retorted 'Vild. "I won't take
you prisoner s, so if you can get away, go ahead. That's
all I can do for you."
"That's a whole lot, I should ay!" exclaimed Malloy,
his face lighting up. "Come on, Gus! We've •got ter bid
good-by ter Rattlesnake Run! "
Young Wild West stepped out of the door.
"Come on, Hop!" he said. "We will go over to our camp
and see about beginning work. I guess things will run all
right .in Rattlesnake Run now."
As he walked away he saw the men come out of the
shanty and go for their horses.
Ten minutes later they were riding away as fast as their
steeds could go.
Young Wild West saw them riding past the camp, but he
saw more, too I
Half a dozen mounted vigilantes were in pursuit!
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CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

"There's ten dollars' worth of gold in that," · remarked
Wild, as he weighed the nugget in his hand. "How did you
come to find it, Et?"
"Oh, the edge of the bank caved in with me as I was
walking along and the nugget fell into the brook. It was
not deep, so I quickly picked it out. I knew what it was
right away."
The rest of the day was spent in hunting about the · surface for gold, and all were rewarded for their labors.
It was toward sunset when Wild and Charlie took a walk
over to the saloon.
Flat-foot Joe, the man who had sworn off drinking, sat
on the store stoop.
"I'm a temperance man now, Young Wild West. It's
a good thing fur me,. too, ain't it?"
"I should say it was if you didn't know how to use liquor."
Wild and Charlie walked into the saloon.
· There were , very few inside, but two of them were pretty
well under the iniiuence. qf liquor.
They were two of the strangers who had come to town,
and they looked at our friends rather insolently as they
entered.
Tom Copper, however, greeted them pleasantly.
"I'm very well satisfied with ther deal I made, Young
Wild West," he said.
"Well, I am glad you are," retorted our hero. "I don't
see why you can't run the place all right."
"Oh, I intend ter run it in proper shape. Say! I hear
that ther two fellers what rode over here with us got fixed
by a nest of rattlers 1"
"Yes, that is true."
"Well, they sorter got us turned ag'in you an' your
friends afore we got here, but it's all right now. There
ain't a man what come over with me as don't think you're
all _light."
"What are yer talkin' about, Tom?" spoke up one of the
drunken ment shuffiing up. "I don't like that young feller,
an' I want him to know it! He shot one of our fellers in
the wrist this mornin', an' I don't like him for it."
·
"See here!" said Wild, looking the fellow squarely in the
eye. "You are drunk now, and if you were sober you
wouldn't talk like that. If you did talk that way When you
had not been drinking I would ·pick you up and throw you
outside!"
"What!" and the man made a dive for him with outstretched hands.
Our hero saw that it would be best to tame him right
then and there.
.
He stepped nimbly aside, and then as quick as a flash he
caught the drunken man about the waist.
A quick push upward and he had him on his shoulder. ·
"Out of th~ way!" he cried. '.'I am going to throw him
out, just to show him I can· do it."
But the friend of the man Wild held above his head
aimed a blow at the boy's stomach with his fist.
Wild halted and jumped back all at the same time, it
seemed.
And the man he b,eld above his head shot forward and
knocked the other fellow fiat on his back.
Then the boy, who was a little nettled at what had happened, picked up first one, then the other, throwing them
out of the shanty, regardless of how they struck.
A laugh went up from those who witnessed the incident.
Then Wild went back into the saloon and had a good talk
with Tom Cooper.
.
Skelly and Platt, the little miner, who had been the first
to revolt against Glittering Gus, came in, followed by some
more.
Wild treated them to cigars, and when he went out it
was safe to say that he had made himself solid with the
newcomers, as well as the old.
Then things ran along smoothly for a while and our
friends made money out of their claims.
But they were not the sort to stay there and simply go
through the daily routine of Rattlesnake Run.
There was something on hand, though, but we will leave
that till next week.

The pursuers had hardly disappeared from view when
Sam Skelly came riding up to the camp.
"Did yer see Glitterin' Gus an' Malloy go by here?" he
asked excitedly.
"Yes," replied Wild. "There ar~ six men after them, too."
"Well, they ·was in ther shanty of Gus, I recko"n, an' when
Malloy run over to his tent ter git his horse one of ther men
seen him. He knowed what he was up ter right away, so
he got his own horse an' told some others what had ;nags
about it. They got started after 'em right away. Ther new
feller at ther saloon said as how they had stopped with his
crowd overnight an' had come here in one of ther wagons."
"So that is the way they got here, eh? Well, I suppose
it will be all over with them in an hour at the most."
"Yes, ther boys is bound .ter hang 'em. Git your horses,
you fellern, an' come on! We might as well be close by
when ther finish takes place."
"All right!" exclaimed Wild. "We will ride along with
you, I guess."
Our thl'ee friends now rode off with Skelly.
They soon found that the trail led into the woods.
As they rode· along Wild noticed that they were heading
straight for the point where the villains had been hiding
among the rocks when Arietta made her escape from them
the day before.
He thought of the nest of rattl~snakes in the hole and
spoke to Charlie and Jim about it.
"We want to steer clear of that place," he said.
In less than a minute later they came upon the vigilantes.
They had dismounted and were standing in an excited
group looking downward at something.
·
Young Wild West's face paled slightly.
"Boys," said he, "it looks as though Glittering Gus and
Bill Malloy have finished their ride. If I am not mistaken,
they are in the rattlesnake hole!"
Charlie and Jim nodded.
They thought the same way.
Just then they caught sight of two riderless hbrses galloping about wildly.
Wild and his companions galloped up and dismounted
near the group of men.
"It's all over with 'em," said one of them. "Glitterin'
Gus an' Bill Malloy was ridin' like mad, when all of a sudden their horses balked on 'em an' throwed 'em down there!
Look! Did yer ever see anything like it in yer born daya ?"
They did look.
The forms of two men could be seen right in the midst
of the poisonous reptiles.
And now they were being literally stung to death by the
rattlesnakes I
"Great ginger!" gasped Cheyenne Charlie, "what an awfal
death to die!"
Young Wild West and Jim Dart had already turned away
from the scene.
Wild mounted his horse and the rest followed suit, even
to the vigilantes, who had looked longest at the terrible
scene.
They rode back to the camp without a word being spoken.
"Come over to ther saloon this afternoon an' see how
ther new proprietor is makin' out," said Skelly, as he rode
on with his men.
"All right!" answered Wild, "I will."
"Well, how did it turn out?" asked Arietta, as she noticed how sober the three looked when they dismounted.
"It could not possibly have turned out worse for the two
murderers," Wild answered. "They got what you came so
near g.etting yesterday."
"The rattlesnakes!" she exclaimed.
"Yes, Et, the two men were thrown headforemost from
the backs of their horses right into the hole. They never
got on their feet, so the men told us. And there seemed
~o be more rattlesnakes there than there were yesterday."
"Well," said Arietta, changing the subject, "I suppose the
best thing we can do now is to begin our gold-lmnting."
All hands took kindly to this proposition.
They started off in couples, the girls being the. more eager.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
At the end of ten minutes Arietta, who was .keeping close WINNING STREAK; OR, A STRAIGHT TRAIL TO
to the edge of the brook, suddenly gave a cry of delight TOMBSTONE."
and held up something before Wild.
It was a nugget the size of an egg!
"Hurrah!" cried the boy, waving his hat. ''fA.rietta wins!"
The rest came running over in short order.J
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HELP YOUR COUNTRY!
"To our task we dedicate our lives and our fortunes."-Presiden t Wilson.
"Let us make 'the bondholders' and 'the people'
interchangeable terms."-Theodor e Roosevelt.
"Every man and woman in the country must get
behind the Liberty Loan."-Secretary McAdoo.
"America is privileged to spend her blood and her
might for the principles that gave her birth and
happiness, and the peace she has treasured."President Wilson.
America is in the war and only one outcome can
be considered possible by Americans. This is victory. To achieve victory the country must furnish
the sinews of war. Witli victory will come peace
and therefore each purchaser of a Liberty Loan
Bond may be consid~red an agent of peace.
THRIFT AND LIBERTY LOAN BONDS.
There is a great campaign for thrift being conducted all over the United ,States-thrift in production by the farmer and other producers, thrift
in economy in use and consumption by all persons,
and thrift in saving. This thrift campaign is nation-wider Not only have business, manufacturing,
agricultural, and other associations and indivdiuals
taken up this campaign, but it has been carried into
universities, colleges, and schools.
In connection with the last aspect of this thrift
campaign, that of saving, the Liberty Loan Bonds
of 1917 offer an ideal investment of savings for
small investors: No other small investment, or
large one either for that matter, has quite the advantages that the Liberty Loan Bond has. Savings
invested in a Liberty Loan Bond are just as safe as
it is possible to make them and will constantly draw
interest. While the interest is only 31h per cent. the
bonds being nontaxable makes the investment the
equivalent of a 5 or 6 per cent. interest-drawing investment in ordinary securities.
Not only is the investment absolutely safe but it is
practically as readily converted into money as a
United States Treasury note. To dispose of one of
these Liberty Loan Bonds may require the owner to
go to a ba11k instead of passing it over any counter.
Yet this is an advantage. The trouble and time required to convert the bond into cash will give the
owner time for thought and reconsideration, and it
is not improbable that in many instances the result
will be that the savings invested in a Liberty Loan'
Bond will be preserved intact where savings in
money would be spent, in part if not in whole.
There is one other incident to be considered in
regard to the purchase of a Liberty Loan B.ond. The
investment has a nature Which should appeal to

every American citizen. It is backing our government, helping the winning of a victory for America
in war. This has no money value, but it has a value
not to be measured in dollars and cents.
WAR LOANS.
Great Britain's estimated wealth is $85,000,000,000; she has made three great loans since the commencement of the war; aggregating $10,000,000,000. Her last loan was for $4,870,000,000, which
was the greatest single loan ever floated in the
history of the world. It was taken up in 30 days,
5,289,000 individuals subscribing to the loan. One
person in every 11 inhabitants of the United Kingdom subscribed to this loan, and the average subscription was $950, thoug~ a great many subcribers took only £1, or about $5. The great number
of subscribers to this loan is pointed out as evidence
of the patriotism of the British people.
Germany's wealth is estimated at $80;000,000,000.
Germany has put out five loans since the commencement of the war, aggregating $11,750,000,000. In
Germany's latest loan 1 person in 1 of the population is reported to have subscrib.ed, and the average
amount taken by each subscriber was $700.
Taking into consideration these figures, the $5,000,000,000 loan of the Unitted States with an estimated wealth of $220,000,000,000 and a population
of over 100,000,000 seems almost small. With a
wealth nearly three times as great as that of Great
Britain it is trying to borrow less than one-half of
Germany's latest loan 1 person in 13 of the population one and one-half times as large as that of Germany our loan is much less than half of the amount
that Germany has borrowed.
.America's Liberty Loan is leS"s than one-sixth of
the bank deposits in our country. An ordinary borrower does not think he is ruining himself when he l
borrows 40 per cent. of the value of his property.
The United States is borrowing less than 3 per cent.
of its wealth.
J
LIBERTY BONDS FAIR PREMIUMS.
The Mississippi-Alabam a Fair Association, of
~er.idian,. Miss., h11;s telegraphed that th~ fair associabon will subscribe .to ~1,000 of the. liberty-loan
b~nds ~f sma.II denomu~ahon~, to b~ given ~s pn>
mmms m their 1917 fan-, which begms October 15.
S~cretary A. H. George adds that the association
n;a~ later subscribe for m?re. of. the bonds for a
similar purpose. The association mtends, as far as
possibl~, t~ substitute liberty bonds for premiums
and prizes m place of money awards.
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OUT FOR HIMSELF
-OR--

THE HARD FIGHT OF JACK CLARK
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERI.AL STORY)
"Well," said Smith, craftily, "I'm willing to make
CHAPTER XXI (Continued).
fair settlement. I'll clear out 9-nd never trouble
a
"You
contemptuously.
Jack,
exclaimed
"Love!"
do not know the sacredness of that word. I will not you any more. I see how it is. This is all the work
deny that my mother may not feel an affection for of your dutiful son here, who thinks he is going to
you, for her nature is true and constant. But make a big man of himself. He' has turned you
when you declare your love for her you utter a base against me, and you'll be sorry for it some day. But .
I'm willing to settle."
lie."
·"To settle?" exclaimed Jack, coldly. "What do
"What!" roared Smith, starting forward. "Take
it back!'
you mean?"
"Never!" cried Jack, forcibly. "I speak the truth.
"Eh? Can't you understand? You can't turn a
You brute and coward, was it love that has made man adrift without anything. I'm your mother's
you . play the part of drunkard and loafer all these legal husband. She owns this house free and clear,
years? What was it · that led you to seek the com- for I know how that old sap-head of a tinker lifted
pany of Shad Carter and his gang? What did you the mortgage for her. Now, part of the property
do with the five hundred dollars you received from is mine by law. Give me a thousand dollars and I'll
me? Has your love ever impelled you to devote one Clear out and never trouble you again."
penny of it to her support? Has it ever led you to
Jack was staggered by the assurance and craft of
play the part of a man in any sense? No! A thou- the villain.
sand times no! My mother's affection for you is
"We have not a thousand dollars," he said.
wasted! It is misplaced! You are unworthy!"
"Get it. Mortgage the house. It's easy enough.
With scathing force Jack delivered this denuncia- The sooner you do it, the sooner you'll get rid of
tion. Smith, whose face show·ed only murderous me." And Smith, with cool unction, took a chew
fury, started toward Jack with clenched hands.
of tobacco.
But Mrs. Smith. dropped her hands from her
Mrs. Smith's face was rigid.
eyes. She stepped forward and placed an arm
"Judson Smith, you are quite mistaken," she said,
across her husband's chest.
"We are compelled to give you nothing."
resolutely.
"Stop, Judson Smith!"
an ugly gaze upon her.
turned
Smith
Smith glared at her.
that?"
is
"What
"Well, what right hav you to interefere in this
''I say I ·s hall give you nothing. What is mine I
matter?"
keep, and you cannot compel me to divide it
may
"The strongest right on ea:i;th-that of a mother
I shall apply for a divorce at once, which
you.
with
to protect her offspring. You shall not strike that
any possibility of shrewd claims on
preclude
will
boy!"
part."
your
"He has insulted me!"
"Then you're going to kick me out without any"And you have wronged and insulted me. Now,
Judson Smith, the end has come. The veil is torn thing?"
"I want nothing more to do with you. I am done
from my eyes. I am no longer blinded by love for
you forever. If you darken my doors again I
with
you, for that love is dead. Henceforth I will have
you to the law. Now go!"
deliver
will
proved
nothing more to do with you, for you have
yourself unworthy the love and respect of any true . If ·ever Jack Clark admired his mother's brave
spirit it was at that moment. The effect of her
woman."
upon Smith was most frightful to witness.
words
Smith seemed staggered. For a moment he blinkvisage was contorted with fury. His
brutal
His
ed and stared at her.
"What's that, Bess?" he exclaimed. "You turn hands clenched, and he started forward.
·•Confound you and your brats!" he gritted. "Do
me down for fair?"
think you can browbeat Judson Smith in this
you
she
"I am done with you forever, ·Judson Smith/'
You'll get that money for me or I'll kill you
way?
said, firmly.
all ! Do you hear me? I'll kill every one of you !"
"Do you mean it?"
Smith hurled the outside door shut and stood be"I do!"
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fote it. His great muscles swelled and his fingers
worked fiercely.
Jack Clark saw the terrible menace in the villain's
eyes, and knew. his deadly purpose. He saw that
there was murder in Smith's heart.
He looked about for a weapon of defence. He
felt truly that a terrible crisis w'as at hand.
Mrs. Smith, however, was calm and collected. She
placed herself before Emily.
"Judson Smith," she said firmly, "take your leave
at once, or I will send for the officers of the law"
"Not till I get your · money!" hissed the b;ute
''I'll have it, or I'll have your life."
·
Like a panther he darted forward, and his fingers
closed on Mrs. Smith's throat. It seemed to Jack at
that moment as if his brain would burst.
~he only. obje~t at hand was an earthen pitcher.
Quick as hghtnmg, Jack seized it and brought it
down on the back of Smith's head.
T~e blow was sufficient to shatter the pitcher
and it cut a gash .in the villain's scalp. It dazed him:
so that Mrs. Smith wrested herself from his grasp
and sent up a wild scream for help.
Smith turned on Jack, and before the boy could
get out of th12e way he had him in his giant grasp
Just how the struggle would have ended it is hard
to say.
But just then the door flew open and a man
bounded into the room. He dealt Smith a blow that
bro.ught him to his knees. Then a great, wild cry
of JOY burst from Jack's lips.
It was Hayes, the detective, who had arrived in
the nick of time.
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When the news of Smith's capture spread through
the town there was much excitement. Mr. White
grasped Jack's hand.
"It may be hard for your mother," he said, "but

"

"No," interrupted Jack. "Mother is done with
him forever. He has forfeited all rights to her regards, or even sympathy. She hopes to never see
him again."
"If the charges .against him can be sustained, it
is likely that she never will," said the banker. "He
is a villain and a brute."
·
"He is nothing less," agreed Jack. "It looks now
as if the clouds had passed and the future would be
brighter for us all."
"Let us hope so," said Mr. White, devoutly.
Smith was incarcerated in the Woodville lockup
for a few days to await a ·hearing, which would re~
mand him to a higher court. Matters began to resume a normal st.ate in the little town.
Now that the Black Heart gang had been effectu- .
ally disposed of, there was a general feeling of relief and a reaction which was gratifying. Business
began to boom and the social life of the place revived.
Rapidly Jack Clark proceeded to carry out his
plans at the mill. His projects seemed large, but
they met with instant success, which warranted
their execution.
Men flocked from all the region about, eager to
work for him. Up the river gangs of lumbermen
were busy getting out logs for the next freshet.
The lumber yard was well stocked and heavy shipments were required. The price of lumber had advanced greatly, and Jack found himself with more
CHAPTER XXII.
orders on hand than he could actually fill.
.
William
White
spent
all
his
spare
time
at
the
mill
A VILLAIN'S DEED.
office. He w'as exceedingly enthusiastic and interestIn a twinkling, and before Smith could regain his ed. Jack Clark had no truer friend or stauncher adf eet, }I ayes had the handcuffs on him. The villa\µ vocate.
was helpless now, though he raved and fumed and
Mrs. Smith, now that the keen edge of her sorrow
struggled fiercely.
was dulled, began to change, and the old light of
But for the timely arrival of the detective there happiness and content came back to her eyes. Emily
was no doubt that the brute would have carried out was able to resume her school life.
his threat to kill all in the room.
As for Cicely, she was happy in her new home
Emily was cowering in the corner. Mr. Smith and blithe in her household duties. For servants
was half in a state of collapse. As for Jack, he were unknown in Woodville domestic circles, and
could only cry:
since the bank failure Mr. White had not been able
"Oh, Hayes! You came just in ti~e !"
. to afford the greater luxuries of life. Reared in
"I tracked him here," said the detective. "I was wealth as Cicely had been, it was greatly to her
only waiting for him to come out. I reckon he'll be credit that she could now assume the practical cares
safer behind prison bars."
of the household.
Then the detective departed with his prisoner.
'l'hey were busy days for Jack, who spared no
It was some time before Jack was able to quiet the effort to enlarge and add to his business. But deovertaxed nerves of his mother and Emily. The spite this he found time for some hours of pleasant
marks on Mrs. Smith's throat were deep and pain- diversion.
ful.
An evening at the Whites, where many of the
But Jack felt a sense of great relief.
young people would gather for a social time, was a
His fear of Smith was at an end. The villain happy event for him. And it seemed to Jack that
would now meet with his just deserts, and he need every time he met Cicely she seemed more charming.
be feared no longer.
£To be continued.)
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CURRENT NEWS
The tremendous increase in the value of ships
since the war is well illustrated by two recent transactions. A steel-deck steamer of 591 tons gross,
built in 1904, has been sold to British buyers for
$140,000. This vessel changed hands early in 1915
for ('$45,000). Her original owners sold her in
1910, for approximately $75,000.

tions shows lines of different color running in circular arcs. It ,is used extensively for industrial
purposes, and is derived from the elephant, walrus,
hippopotamus narwhal and some other animals.
The ivory of the tusks of the African elephant is
held in the highest estimation by manufacturers;
the tusks vary in size, ranging from a few ounces
in weight to 170 pounds. Holtzapff el states that he
saw fossil tusks on the banks of rivers of Northern
Siberia which weighed 186 pounds each. Ivory is
simply tooth-substance of exceptional hardness,
toughness and elasticity.

A device to reduce the minimum deafness caused
by the detonations of heavy guns has been invented
by Prof. Albert Michaelsen of the University of
Chicago, a winner of the Nobel physics prize. It is
a small aluminum valve which fits in the ear. A
spring keeps the valve open to qrdinary sounds, but
A brilliant meteor passed over northeastern Illiheavy sounds automatically close it. It will be tried nois and southeastern Wisconsin · about half past
out at Fort Sheridan, Ill.
eight on the evening of Februry 5th. Although there
was bright moonlight at the time, the moon being
The U. S., Shipping Board announced on May 15 within one day of full, the light of the meteor was
that Great Britain has agreed to turn over to Uni- noticed through the windows of houses by people
ted States registry all shipping now building in this reading in electrically lighted rooms. According to
country for England. This amounts to 1,024,000 information collected by .Prof. Frost, of the Yerkes
tons of steel ships. There are 2,000,000 tons actu- Observatory, either direct sounds, or a rumble or
ally building now for American owners. By speed- jar of the earth, attracted attention at points all
ing construction the Shipping Board hopes to turn along the route of the meteor. Several observers
report explosions, which appear to have occurred
out in a year and a half 3,000,000 tons more.
at more than one point in the route. A false rumor
was circulated in the newspapers that the meteor
Negotiations are under way for the laying out of fell near the Yerkes Observatory, and many people
a shipping yard and shipbuilding station at White- traveled long distances .in the hope of seeing it. It
stone Landing. A prominent shipbuilding concern is significant of the state of public enlightment that
of New York is making the .negotiations through the although a great many people who were out of doors
Long Island Railroad. It is proposed to acquire at the time saw the meteor and furnished descripthe railroad water frontage at the Landing, and the tions of it, not one could locate its path with referadjoining property from the Stimmel Ranges .to ence to the stars.
Twenty-second street. There is much secrecy as
to the identity. of the concern interested in the. proThere has recently been placed on the market a
ject, but it is known to be one of the largest in the Jovel form of spectacles intended primarily for use
country.
at motion picture performances. These spectacles
are provided with opaque shades in which a slot
No longer will it be necessary for the cigar smoker somewhat over an inch in length and about oneto fumble about his pockets for a match or to ask sixteenth of an inch wide, is cut. The spectacles are
his neighbors for a match, for Henry R. Van Deven- said to eliminate 40 per cent of the flicker, to tone
ter of Sumter, S. C., has secured a patent on a down the glare of reflected light from · the screen,
method of packing a match with each cigar. Mr. and to make the details of the actors' faces more
Van Deventer proposes to have each cigar come with clear; in a word, they tend to relieve eyestrain. A
a match embedded in the butt end, the match being further feature claimed by the manufacturers is
provided with a waterproof covering which, at one that the spectacles produce the effect of a stereopend is twisted into a tail that extends through the ticon, so that the pictures assume greater depth in
butt end so as to be readily pulled out. The idea, the eyes of the wearer. Among other uses, the specalthough simple, appear s to be an excellent one, and tacles may be employed to good advantage by autoits application to the manufacture of cigars would mobile drivers facing the sun, and by sailors and
not be costly since most of the work might be done yacht owners in order to save their eyesight from
by machinery.
the sun's reflection .o n the water, while trappers and
hunters can prevent snow blindness by using these
Ivory is a hard substance, not unlike bone, of new spectacles. The slit-shade glasses, it will be
which the teeth of most animals chiefly consist, the noted, de not change the color of the objects~ but
· dentine or tooth-substance which in tranverse sec- cut down the over amou:p.t of light rays.
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TA-RTING AT THE•

0

-OR-

Tl-IE BOY WHO WON OUTBy DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER III (Continued).
In the inspection department a goodly stock of
paper and wrapping-twine was kept; and the heads
of other departments· often sent a cash boy or girl
there for some sheets of wrapping paper or a ball
of twine. But it was necessary, always, for the
cash boy or girl to bring the written order from
the head of the department, 0. K.'d by one of the
floorwalkers.
On one 0f these 0. K.'d orders the paper or twine
would be handed out; but without it none would
be given out. The rule was imperative, and Joe
had had it explained to him right away.
Along about the mi,ddle of the afternoon a tall,
rather handsome man walked up to the counter and
said to Joe, brusquely:
"Young man, give me a ball of twine."
Joe looked at him, and then said:
"Have you an order, sir?"
Tne man looked surprised, and eyed Joe somewhat closely.
"An order?" he remarked. "From whom?"
"From the head of whatever department you are
in, sir. I can't give out paper or twine, save on
an order 0. K.'d by a floorwalker.''
The man gave Joe another keen look, and said
quietly:
"I don't have to have an order. Give me a ball
of twine.''
Joe shook his head a,nd made no move toward
obeying.
"I can't do it, sir, without an order," he said,
firmly:
A peculiar, nalf-angry, half-amused look appeared
on the man's face, · and after another searching
glance at Joe, he turned toward Mr. Marshal, who
had just come iri, and said:
"Give· me a ball of twine, Mr. Marshal, please.
The young man here won't let me have it without
an order.''
The foreman hastened to hand the man a ball
of twine, and then with a quizzical glance at Joe,
he turned and walked rapidly away.
Some oRe called to Mr. Marshal at that moment,
and he hastened away.
Joe got busy wrapping goods, and was kept busy
about half an hour, and then he got a chance to
rest a few minutes. While standing there, Mr.

Shott, the cashier, got off his chair and walked t1...
Joe and asked :
"Do you know who that man is that you refused
to let have the twine a little while ago?"
Joe shook his head.
"No, I don't know who h'e is," he said.
Mr. Shott smiled.
"That was Mr. Wright, the senior member of the
firm," he said, quietly and impressively.
Joe started and paled slightly.
"What!" he gasped. "You don't mean to tell me
that!"
.iyes," with a nod.
"And I-refused to let-him have a-ball of
twine!"
"You did, for a fact, Joe.''
"Say, Mr. Shott, do you-think I'll lose-my
place?" anxiously.
The cashier laid a friendly and reassuring hand
on Joe's shoulder.
"Don't you believe it, my boy, not for a moment,"
he said. "Mr. Wright likes his employees to attend strictly to business and go in accordance with
the rules. He will never discharge any one for
obeying the rules. In fact, in my opinion your
action in refusing him that twine without an order
is a great feather in your cap. Rest assured that
if you stay here, he will keep an eye on you, and
if you show ability, you will be given a chance to
climb.''
Joe drew a long breath of relief.
"I'm glad to hear that," he said. "But just to
think of refusing to let the senior member of the
firm have a ball of twine without an order from a
floorwalker!"
Shott smiled.
"It is funny when you think of it," he admitted,
"and yet it was only business; you abided by the
rules, and did exactly right, so you are all right."
The other inspectors had been discussing the matter and laughing among themselves. They now
began to jolly Joe not a little, but he took it goodnaturedly. He felt sure that Mr. Shott knew what
he was talking about when he said it was a feather
in Joe's cap, so the boy could afford to take it easy.
"I don't know that I would have let him have
the · twine. even if I had known who he was," he
said, in response to a remark of one of the youths:
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"and, not knowing who he was, I couldn't do anything other than refuse, could I ?"
They agreed that he could not; but all insisted
that it was a great joke, nevertheless.
When Mr. Marshal came back, he spoke to Joe
about the matter, and he reiterated Mr. Shott's
statement to the effect that it was a feather in
Joe's cap.
"There is not a business man in Chicago,'" said
Mr. Marshal, "who keeps as close watch over his
business and over the conduct of his. employees as
does Mr. Wright, and he has your name written
down in the book of his memory as being a youth
to keep track ojf. If you show yourself capable and
willing, you will get along and be given a chance to
climb."
"I'm glad to hear it,'' said Joe; "and one thing is
certain, I am going to show myself to be possessed
of ablity, if such .a thing is possible. Of the willingness, I am certain."
"Just keep steadily at it, my boy, and you will
be all right."
Joe made up his mind that he would keep steadily
at it, and that he would abide by all the rules of the
establishment, make his employer's interests his
own, and thus be in a position to rise and ultimately
win out.
"I may not have as much ability as some," he
thought, "but if willingness and determination have
anything to do with it, then I shall be successful."
About the middle of the second week in the store,
Joe saw a· youth of perhaps eighteen years talking
rather excitedly and vehemently to Mr. Marshal
way down toward the farther end of the wrapping
counter.
"Mart seems to be kind of angry and excited,''
said Dave Wiggs, who was riext to Joe, on his right.
"Who is he?" Joe asked.
"Oh, that's so; you don't know, do you? That is
Mart Puggett, the inspector who got sick and whose
place you took. He has come back to work, I guess,
but something seems to be wrong."
Presently Wiggs, after a period of hustling, said
to Joe:
"The boys , say that you are to keep Puggett's
place, and he is mad about it, and is roasting Mr.
Marshal to a finish."
Joe looked disturbed.
"I'm sorry,'' he said: "I would hate to beat anyone out of his job. It doesn't seem just right for
him to have to be let out, when he was sick, and
could not help having to quit temporarily."
'"~fo1.t's all right; don't worry about Puggett.
He's a sort of tough and bully. Mr. Marshal told
him that the manager had instructed that he
given a place as driver of a delivery wagon, but
he won't have it. He says he wants to work indoors."
"Perhaps he isn't strong enough for work on a
delivery wagon."
Dave laughed sarcastically.
"Not strong enough? Why, he's a bully, I tell

you; and I don't believe he was sid-:: at all. He
wanted to get off for a while for some reason or
other, and pretended to be sick, that's about the
way I figure it out."
"If that is really the case, I don't mind holding
the place," said Joe.
"Well, you don't need to feel bad on Puggett's
account anyway."
"I'm glad of that."
"Hello, here he comes!"
Puggett had ceased tal~ing to Mr. Marshal and
was walking toward the point where Joe stood.
.When he came even with Joe, he stopped and,
facing him squarely, favored him with a baleful
stare. Joe was a youth with plenty of good, moral
courage, and he returned the stare with a quiet look
that was calm and steadfast. The very calmness of
the look seemed to enrage Puggett, for suddenly he
hissed:
"So you're the guy that robbed me· of me place,
hey?"
Joe shook his head.
"I have had no intention of robbing you of your
place. You were not working, and they put me to
work, and here I am. If they tell me to quit, I'll
do so at once."
"Bah, I don't want you to quit. I don't want the
old job, see! I kin do better, see! But all the same,
I'm goin' to git square with you fur takin' my place
·
away from me!"
of his
inconsistency
the
He did not seem to realize
remark. The fact was, he was really too mad to
know exactly what he was saying.
Just then a cash girl brought Joe some goods, and
he began measuring them, and with a fierce glare
Puggett turned and strode away.
Joe thought no more about him until later, lrnd
then Dave Wiggs said, warningly:
"You had better keep your eyes open for Puggett,
Joe. He's a bad one, and holds a grudge a long time.
He will try to get revenge on you for taking his
place here."
"I'll look out for him,'' said Joe. The truth was,
that he did not think much about the matter. He
did not think that Puggett was at all dangerous.
Before evening he had forgotten Puggett altogether, but he was to find out that that worthy had
not forgotten him. He had gone only a little distance, after leaving the store, when he found himself confronted by Pug~ett.
"I told ye I'd git square with ye, didn't I, hey?"
he cried. "Well, Mart Puggett is a chap what always keeps his word, see! An' I'm goin' to knock
your head off!"
"That is foolishness,'' said Joe, quickly. "I
haven't done anything to you in any way."
"You know better! An' I'm goin' to injure you,
ye bet! Come down the side street, where things
are q ~1 ict, an' I'll punch your face."
· ~ o be continued.)
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NEWS OF THE DA Y
!GRASSHOPPERS AT SEA.
The master of the Norwegian bark "Robert Scrafton," bound from Liverpool to Pensacola, recently
encountered a swarm of grasshoppers when about
1,200 miles from the African coast--the nearest
land. A specimen insect was forwarded, through
the Weather Bureau, to the U. S. Bureau of Entomology, where it was pronounced to be Schistocerca
tartarica. This species is a powerful flier, and has
been taken _far at ea on .previous occasions. In
the present case its flight was evidently aided by
tlt e steady northeast trade winds.

than the apprais~ prices, lands in the Kalispell,
Mont., land district to be pffered for sale at Kalispell, commencing August 20, 1917, and lands in the
Missoula land district at Missoula, commencing August 30, 1917.
All persons purchasing at the above sales must be
18 years of age or over and no person will be permitted to purchase more than 640 acres in any of
the reservations or to purchase any amount of land
in any reservation which added to the area in such
reservation theretofore purchased in his right at
public sale exceeds 640 acres.

DOG GAVE HIS OWNER AWAY.
Townley Crapsey's dog gave him away, and Crapsey and two companions, Fred Jasper and John
O'Kelly, are in jail.
A car in the Baltimore & Ohio yards, Sandusky,
0., was robbed one night and the police, believing
that Crapsey might know something about the robbery, went to his dwelling and made a search.
Sergt. Leo Shiefley, who nad led the searchers,
was about to order his men away when the dog appeared on the scene, ran up to the officer and then
ran into the back yard, where it began sniffing at
newly spaded dirt.
Schiefiey got a spade and located, two feet deep in
the ground, two cases of scrap tobacco, two bags of
potatoes, more than a bushel of onions, and other
things identified as having been stolen from the car.

TO DEMETALIZE THE FARMS.
Peasants returning to the devastated regions of
France have before them as many difficulties as
faced the first American colonists.
They find a desert devoid of timber and stripped
of all building materials, excepting those that have
been blown into useless masses where buildings once
stood. They find nothing left of orchards but
stumps. They find the soil so fouled by war that
long nursing will be required to make it ready for
the plough.
In the northeast corner of the department of
the Oise, 10 per cent. of which the Germans have
held since the retreat from the Marne, a farm
looks like a reduced birdseye view of a volcanic
region in which the craters are so thick that their
edges touch. Inspection of the surface shows traces
of a little of everything that is to be foun d in the
wake of a defeated army, buried and reburied by
successive upheavals as shell after shell gouged the
earth.
Fragments of metal are the most a pparent of
all the debris that shows above the surface. Millions of projectiles burst over the land within a
radius of fifteen to twenty miles on each side of
the line that separated the hostile armies for two
and a half years. They impregnated the soil with
fragments of steel, iron, and copper. Unexploded
shells, some filled with poisonous gas, fur ·owed t he
ground and now lie in unexpected places along the
volcanic craters.
The leveling of this upheaved territory is in itself
a formidable task, but is rendered the more di fficult by these hidden dangers. It will be the first
work of experienced engineers and experts in the
handling of projectiles. The work of the ploughman will come afterward.
Just how to "demetalize" the fanning lands along
the front has been the subject of discussion. Companies have been formed to do the work with a view
to the profit that may be derived from the recovered metal, worth millions of francs if it can be
extracted and assembled by an economical process.

PROPOSED SALES OF INDIAN LANDS.
The Department-of the Interior issues the following:
Approximately 300,000 acres of land within the
former Uintah Indian Reservation, Utah, will be
offered for sale to the highest bidders for cash; at
not less than 50 cents per acre, at Provo, Utah, commencing June 18, 1917. Lands within the reservation classified or withdrawn as coal lands will be
sold with a reservation ·of the coal deposits under
the act of February 27, 1917, and lands classified as
oil shale lands or withdrawn as phosphate lands will
be sold with a reservation of the mineral deposits
in conformity with the act of July 17, 1914. It will
be the first time lands have been sold at public auction with a reservation of the mineral deposits under either of said acts.
About 16,000 acres of land within the former
Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation, Idaho, will be
offered for sale to the highest bidders for cash, at
not less than $1 per· acre, at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,
commencing August 16, 1917.
About 26,000 .acres of land within the former
Flathead Indian Rnservation, Mont., will be offered
for sale to t he highest bidders for cash at not less
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4,718 pounds. In the last number of the American
Museum Journal, Dr. George F. Kunz tells how he
found this piece of jade some years ago in a
NE.W YORK, JUNE 29, 1917.
quarry at Jordansmuhl, Silesia. Its discovery was
- especially interesting from an ethnological point
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ , of view, because certain authorities had maintained
that all jade objects found in Europe were of AsiTERMS TO SUBSCkIBERS
atic origin. The finding of this great mass of nephrite, sufficient in itself to furnish material for all
Slnglo Coples . • . . • . .. . . . • • . .. • . • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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1.60
rope, proved that it was not necessary to assume
One Copy One Yenr .. . • • • . . • • . . . • • . . . • • . • . ••• • • ••
8.00
that prehistoric jade objects were brought from the
POSTAGE FREE
Orient in connection with race migrations.
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Good Current News Articles·
The deepest mine in the world, according to a note
in La Nature, is the Morro Velho gold mine, near
Ouro Preto, Brazil, with a depth of 1,800 meters
(more than 5,900 feet). This mine has been in
course of exploitation since the eighteenth century.
Its depth exceeds by 700 feet that of No. 3 shaft of
the Tamarack mine, in Houghton County, Mich.,
which has commonly been cited as the deepest in
the world.

Grins and Chuckles
"Does that new watch of yours keep good time?"
"You bet it does! There isn't a clock in town that
can keep up with it!"
Mrs. Jiggs-So your daughter married a surgeon?
Mrs. Noggess-Yes. I'm so glad. At last I can afford to have appendicitis.
"I'll have you h-now, sir, that my anc0..;tors came
over in the Mayflower." "That's nothing. My ancestors were with Noah 1n the Ark."

"Is that dog dangerous?" "Sometimes. There isn't
another dog in the settlement that dares come near
him. But a little bit of a flea can walk all over him
The city of Ashland, Oregon, is indebted. for a sav- with perfect
safety."
ing of several hundred dollars, to the inventive
brain of a mechanic of that city, who conceived a
"It is very strange that no one has ever been able
unique idea of operating the mechanism of a sixinch fire whistle, by soda water gas. A two-inch to find Captain Kidd's treasure." "Oh, well, Captain
pipe connects with a gas well near the city, and the Kidd isn't the only man who has put his money into
gas is pumped into A's hland under heavy pressure, real estate and couldn't get it out."
which causes the whistle to be heard for several
miles.
Head of Firm-How long do you want to be away
\ -----on your wedding trip? Hawkins (timidly)-Well, sir
Unless the teeth are very badly damaged or ero- -or-what would you say? Head of Firm-How
ded, the acids of fruit, such as that contained in do I know? I haven't seen. the bride.
grapes, oranges, lemons or apples, will be found to
be a satisfactory mouth-wash. The advice of a denEvangeline, from Vassar, was home for the holitist should be sought, however, to determine the condition of the teeth and to decide whether an alkaline days. Late one afternoon she came in during a downor acid wash is preferable for the individual case. pour of rain. "Evangeline," said her mother, "were
But there is no question, according to the Popular you out in all that rain?" "No, mother," said
Science Monthly for June, as to the efficacy of the Evangeline, "I was merely in the portion of the rain
food acids in removing quickly and entirely the mu- that descended in my immediate vicinity."
cous films that are the first stages of dental decay.
An apple eaten in the evening will cleanse the teeth
A certain house in a Western town improved .:;o
mechanically and chemically, and if followed by greatly in comfort and appearance that a visitor
vigorous brushing will protect them from bacteria shrewdly surmised that the son of the house, a lazy,
during the night. ·
•
good-for-nothing, had turned over a new leaf. He inquired about it. "Yes, sir, my son's got a job now,"
The American Museum of Natural History con- said the smiling old mother. "Gets good money, too.
tains the largest piece of jade (nephrite) ever found All he has to do is to go twice a day to the circus and
and the largest ever polished, measuring sev- put his head in the lion's mouth. The rest of his
en feet long by two and a half wide, and weighing time he has to himself."
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"As my name suggests, perhaps, I am English.
"In the same village in which I was born and bred,
there lived a certain Squire Hasley, whose only
By Kit Clyde
daughter, Minnie, became dearer to me than life.
"My father was a retired business man, and
A party of ten New Yorkers, myself included, una considerable amount of money, but I was a
worth
der charge of Luke Howard, a weather-beate r tar,
son, and, therefore, had little.
younger
were in a fishing smack, lazily fishing off the coast
Squire Hasley permitted my visits, al"Still
of Newfoundland .
think he never dreamed of permitting me
I
though
o'clock.
It was late in the afternoon, about four
Minnie.
marry
to
settled
had
that
silence
a
broke
Luke Howard
"Time passed.
down on us, by remarking, in a tone and expression
"She had another suitor in the person of a young
not in keeping with his rough appearance:
a profligate, graceless fellow.
lord,
without
hut
the
to
"Gentlemen, we must get back
"Squire Hasley knew it, but, tainted with that
any delay."
curse, a longing for connection with the aristocracy,
"Why so?" I inquired.
encouraged his visits, and endeavored to persuade
he
"Because there are signs of an approaching
to accept him as a husband; but she,
Minnie
we
before
us
storm, which may even now overtake
poor girl, already loved, and plainly told young Lord
get ashore."
Our boat was headed landward, and we were Link that his suit was in vain.
"One evening he and I met at her house.
within half a mile of the shore when we first felt
it she brought from her own room for in"During
the storm.
pair of handsome pearl bracelets, whic]l
a
spection
were
and
hut,
the
to
hastened
and
landed,
We
just safely ensconced in it when the storm with all her father had presented her with on her birthday,
and, after we had admired them, she set the box on
its violence rushed upon us.
a table in the room.
his
for
care
to
behind
Luke, who had remained
"Lord Link and myself left the house together,
boat, now came in.
From the moment I first saw him he had been an and when we reached my house, he expressed a desire for a drink of water.
enigma to me.
"I invited him in, and conducted him to my own
if
except
speaking,
never
yet
Always courteous,.
room.
absolutely necessary, unless when spoken to.
"He departJd shortly after, and I retired, little
Reserved to an extent that almost might be called
of the storm that was going to break
dreaming
moroseless.
on the morrow.
head
my
over
downcast.
appearing
always
yet
sullen,
Not
"As I left the house at noon next day a hand was
The air was damp and ravv, and the fire which
was · built in the large old-fashioned hearth, and placed upon my shoulder, and I was informed that I
was a prisoner.
threw out its genial warmth, was very grateful.
"What is the charge?" I asked.
ar. I was furtively watching Howard, and as he
'Stealin' Miss Hasley's pearls,'' answered the
"
a
of
glimpse
caught.a
I
shirt,
ranged his· blue woolen
bailiff.
fine gold chain which ran about his neck.
" 'Impossible,' " I replied.
"Ah!" thought I, "a love affair of some kind."
" 'We'll see about that,' and he marched me away, ·
unhe
In catching hold of the collar of his shirt,
while another of the same ilk proceeded to examine
consciously took hold of the chain.
room on the authority of a search warrant.
my
There was a snap, and it fell to the floor, and then
an old and disused coat, a pearl bracelet, one
"In
I saw it connected with a bracelet of magnificent
pair, was found.
the
of
pearls.
was a trial; I was convicted and sentencej
"There
before,
them
saw
company
the
of
rest
the
All
with flushed face, Luke quickly caught them up and to prison at hard labor for the period of one year.
"When my term expired and I emerged, determined
hid them from our sight.
Banks,
root out the author of the plot that had wreckto
Jimmy
and
vive,
We were al] on the qui
in an undertone, said to another of the party that ed my character and destroyed my fondest hopes, it
he would like to know th'e history connected with was to learn that Lord Link had been engaged in an
affair of honor, had kilfod his man, and so forced
the pearls.
heard
leave the· country for his own safety.
he
to
ears,
Luke's
for
Although not intended
"I saw Minnie once; she told me she loved me still,
the remark, and after a moment's painful hesitaand would marry me when I cleared my reputation.
tion, he said in a low, but impressive tone:
know
to
"I started on a hunt for Link, whom I considered,
"Gentlemen, you are no doubt curious
had
I
rightly, too, the author of m"y destruction.
and
pearls.
those
of
possession
into
how I came
"I sailed before the mast and in other capacities
thought never to tell the story; but no matter, I will
for years, and natl not found trace of the fugitive .
if you wish."
"At last I was a seaman on board a merchant
but--"
."We would like to hear it,
"Enough. It is now years ago, and I was a boy ship, which foundered, and I, with two others, were
so fort~nate as to secure the jolly-boat; for a week
of eighteen.
THE DIVER'S STORY
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we floated hither and thither; then, when exhausted and faint, almost to the point of death, we were
picked up by H.B. M. ship-of-war, the Grand Duchess, bound to the West Indies on a mission to exterminate a piratical cruiser which had long frequented those waters.
"We met the pirate; he tried to escape by showing
us his heels; but our long swivel gun in the fore
shattered his mainmast, and it fell.
"He had nothing for it but fight, and fight he did;
but our superior armament decided the contest.
"All at once there was a sudden cessation of hostilities on her part, we saw the vessel lurch wildly
a moment, and the next instant she had entirely
disappeared.
"The mission accomplished, they were to return.
"Stopping at an American port, my two companions and myself left the Grand Duchess.
"The pirate, whose vessel we had sunk, and who
was known as Captain Blood, was supposed to have
on board his vessel wealth untold; and we were one
day visited by a company of capitalists who wished
to undertake searching the vessel for treasure.
"We consented to accompany them.
"The expedition was fitted out, and an accom.
plished diver taken along.
"Before reaching the spot, he was taken with a
violent fever which would disable him from going
beneath the water.
"In this extremity I consented to take his place.
"We found the place and vessel one afternoon.
"Everything was got in readiness, and the next
morning, amid much bustle and confusion, I arrayed myself in the diving-suit and started on my
.
perilous task.
"I shot downward, and landed on the deck of the
pirate vessel.
'I made my way along the deck, which was lumbered with o:verturned guns, the broken spar, and
other litter, with difficulty.
"I found the cabin, and descended into it.
"Through the visor of m;v helmet I could see quite
plainly, and as I advanced I was not surprised to
·
see dead bodies here and there.
"In the back part of the cabin I saw another, in
a partly standing position, with head resting in a
port-hole, whose glass was broken.
"The dead man's back rested. against a sofa, and
his arms hung loosely by his side.
"And I saw that he held something in one hand.
"I took a step nearer, and, partially bending, gaz9d intently at it, and-my heavens !-it was the
~ther bracelet of the missing pair which l had been
convicted of stealing.
"I snatched it from the dead man's hand, and
then, bending over him, scrutinized his face.
"It was that of Link.
"It was all clear now.
"He had stolen the pair, and when at my house
had slipped one in my pocket and retained the other.
"Once out of England, and depending on his own
resources, he had taken up the life of a pirate.

"It is not my pur pose to say more about the pirate
vessel.
" Suffice it that the company were well paid for
their t r ouble, as much was found on board the freebooter.
"With the bracelet in my possession, and with
other proofs, I hastened to England, and arrived
there to see Minnie, my only love, before the altar
with another.
"I saw her-offered her the bracelet.
"She bade me keep it until she came for it.
"Unable to endure the pain of the associations
there, I came to this country, and assumed the
character I now bear, anu shall finish my days here
in this little hut.
"Gentlemen, this is my story, and I trust it
has--"
He suddenly paused and assumed a listening attitude.
The wind roared and whistled; the rain fell in
drops so huge that they fairly seemed to make an
echo when they struck.
Still, despite it all, there could be heard a sullen
·
booming above it.
"A minute-gun!" exclaimed Luke. "A ship in
distress, and being driven on this coast." .
Away to the beach we went, and found that
Luke's remarks were only too true.
Half an hour later tl+e gallant ship struck, there
was a last wild wail of the wind through the rigging, and the spars toppled over.
We did all we could, and seventeen unfortµnates
were rescued and conveyed to Luke's hut, and
among them two women.
It was long after daylight when Luke came in,
and when he did, despite the fact that he was completely worn out, he sought to see if he could do
anything for the saved persons.
He approached the ladies first; then there came a
wild cry of mingled joy and pain, doubt and certainty; he pressed his hands to his for ehead, staggered back, then threw himself on the floor beside
one, and cried :
"Tis she--my Minnie."
The woman, for the first time since her rescue,
opened her eyes.
As they rested on his face, a look of . incredulity
crossed her countenance, then it lighted up with
happiness, and she whispered:
"I've come for the bracelet."
He knew what it implied; she was free once
more-free to become his wife.
We remained with 'Luke a week, and before we
left we saw him and his Minnie united in marriage,
and this was the way that came to a close-The
Diver's Story.

..

..._

..

Mrs. Wickwire-If woman was given the credit
she deserves I don't think man would be quite so
prominent in . the world's history. If she could get
all the credit she wanted he'd be in the poorhouse.
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GOOD READIN G
GARDENS INJURED BY STREET SWEEPINGS.
The Department of Agriculture has ca lled attention to the fact that in using street sweepings to
fertilize gardens, care should be taken to avoid material containing oil and tar, as both of these substances are harmful to plants. This caution is necessary in view of the . practice of tarring pavements and oiling roads, and the fr equent presence
of oil dropping from automobiles. An instance is
cited in which a garden was ruined by the tar products in the fertilizer, so that it was necessary to
remove the top soil and r esurface the entire plot
with new soil.

in Columbus, Ohio. The letter was so appealing
that I made an exception and mailed the photo requested. Her reply thanking me for the photo was
the most pathetic thing I have ever read.
"For five years the poor: child had been bedridden
and only recently had peen able to be moved about
in a wheel chair and in this manner she had been
taken for an occasional visit to the movies. Her
only pleasure in life, she said, was the collecting of
photographs of her favorite players. With these
before her the poor child would forget her pain for
the moment in repicturing the actors in the characters which they had enacted upon the screen or in
building about them fairy stories in which the actor
and herself played the leading roles.
"It was then that I experienced a change •of heart,
feeling that there may be many to whom the sending of a photo might bring at least a momentary
pleasure. Since that time no request for an autographed photo has ever been disregarded by me and
while each day, at the Morosco studios in Los Angeles, I receive many requests from people in all
walks of life and in ages· varying from eight to
eighty, I consider it a pleasure to personally see
that each wish is gratified."

A GRAPHIC SUMMARY OF WORLD
AGRICULTURE.
A collection of charts, with introductory text,
bearing the foregoing title is one of the notable features of the 1916 Yearbook of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, and has been reissued as a separate
pamphlet, which constitutes a handy miniature agricultural atlas of the world. A series of 19 maps on
the Mercator projection shows, by means of dots,
the geographical distribution and relative density
of production of the principal crops and farm animals of the world, while a series of graphs in conne~tion with each chart shows the relative importLINES MOBILIZED FOR WAR.
ance of the United States in the world's markets
The Council of National Defense authorizes the
with respect to each product.
following:
. The telephone and telegraph service of the country, through the committee on telephones and teleWOMEN ,AS CIGAR SELLERS.
Women will fill all positions in the United Cigar graphs of the ·Council of National Defense, has
plans
Stores as fast as men are must0red for war. This been mobilized for the war. Comprehensive
connect
to
out
carried
partly
and
made
was announced recently, and a:so t hat the company have been
depart-.
had sent a representative to Miss Mary Garrett Hay, the War and Navy and other government all over
points
strategic
with
Washington
at
ments
Chairman of the City Woman Suffrage Party, to ask
network of
that lists of available women be made from the the country through a wide-spreading
wires.
telegraph
and
telephone
private
and
special
party's enrollment bureau for war service. The step
companies
telegraph
and
telephone
the
Everywhere
is at the suggestion of George J. Wise, a vice-presihave given precedence to government service. Dedent of the company.
of the work being done by the America11 TeleMiss Hay asked if the women would be taken on tails & Telegraph Co., one of the companies reprephone
the same basis as the men replaced and was assured sented on the committee, were announced to-day by
that the pay would be the same for the same work. the Council of National Defense. Long-distance faThe women will be trained in the School for Sales- cilities in and out of Washington have already been
manship of the United Cigar Company at No. 44 practically doublea. An original system of 148
West 18th Street, and will be paid while under in- long-distance wires leading out of . tlie capital has
structions.
been increased to 294 wires. A plan is now under
way to lay a new underground cable all the way
LITTLE LAME GIRL WINS BEBAN'S HEART. from Washington to New York containing over 80,Hereafter no request for an autographed photo of 000 miles of wire, providing at the same time for
George Beban, the distinguished character actor, service to important cities on the way. In addition
to this, copper wire will be strung in many other
will ever be refused.
"Since my advent in pictures," says Beban, "I directions. When all the work is completed there
had steadfastly ignored all photographic requests will be about 500 long-distance wires radiating from
until the receipt of a letter from a little lame girl Washinirton. as compared with 148 last January.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
A FEROCIOUS BIRD.
In the- kea, or mountain parrot, of New Zealand,
the great neighbor islands, w,e see the harmless
vegetable-eating bird transformed into a vicious
bird of prey within the space of a few decades.
Having gotten a taste of· sheep fat from the frozen
carcasses hanging on the meat gallows at the ranch
houses during the cold winters, they soon learned
to attack the live sheep. These attacks became so
frequent that a bounty had to be placed upon the
head of every kea.
1,200 STUDENTS QUIT ILLINOIS U. FOR WAR.
Something like 1,200 students have quite the University of Illinois since the declaration of war
a&'ainst Germany, leaving the institution in a more
or less demoralized condition. Athletics have been
completely overshadowed, a big hole having been
made in the schedules through the cancellation of
the interscholastic meet.
A discussion of "next year" is frequent. It is
thought now that athletics will continue, along with
other normal university activities. Providing the
war continues, the university attendance will be severely affected, but the managers believe some kind
of an effort will be made to maintain teams.

"Do you realize that last year your federal government got in taxes three dollars and a half out of
every one of those 70,000,000 bushels? The liquor
industry paid to internal revenue collectors $247,000,000.
"Looked at simply as a revenue producer for our
government, Uncle Sam could afford to buy grain at
present prices and give it to the brewers and distillers just to collect the taxes upon their product.
"Tobacco is another goose that lays golden eggs
for Uncle Sam-$88,000,000 worth of them last
year in the shape of taxes."

THE TEMPLE OF DIANA.
The Temple of Diana w.as the last of a series of
even larger temples erected by the Ephesians as a
shrine for a wooden statue of the goddess which,
tradition said, fell from heaven into a thicket,
where vines held it upright. The first of these temples was the hollow of a tree. The fifth was built
by Croesus, the wealthiest man of the ancient
world, between 560 and 546 B. C., and was burned
down by Herostratus in 356, on the night that Alexander the Great was born. Work on a new temple
began in 350. In 354 Alexander the Great sent his
architect to complete it. Its foundation was 418
feet long and 239 feet wide. Upon this was a platSAILS VERSUS COAL.
form reached by fourteen steps, on which stood the
We gather from a French contemporary _that not temple, 342 feet long and 164 feet wide. One hunonly in this country but in Europe are wooden ships dred and twenty-seven stone columns, six feet in
' being turned out in considerable numbers. Thus, in diameter at the base, and more than sixty feet tall,
France it is proposed that the supplies of timber in supported the roof. Thirty-six of these were doforests adjoining the big seaports be used for the nated by kins, and all were sculptured in relief to a
construction of either all-wood or of composii;e height of twenty feet.
,
ships-that is to say, ships with wooden planking
Carved friezes and elaborate embellishments in
laid over steel framing. Another interesting devel- colored marbles made this temple the most magnifi- ·
opment, due largely to the high price of coal, is the cent in the world. Its services were conducted on
activity in the construction of wooden sailing ships. a scale of Oriental splendor, and were marked by
With coal at $50 per ton, which we understand is processions in which silver statues of the goddess
the price which it has reached in Italy, the substitu- were borne about the city. A highway a mile long,
tion of sail for steam has decided economic reasons paved with white marble and covered with stone
to justify it. Moreover, not only is coal high but arches to protect the marching priests from sun and
the price of lubricants has risen, and some of the rain, connected city and temple.
_
shipmasters are favoring a type of auxiliary vessel,
The temple was also a bank for all the Eastern
using both sail and power.
world, a treasure house of the finest there was in
art, and an asylum or refuge for the fugitive or the
_.)
criminal.
EGGS OF GOLD.
The account in the Acts, chapter XIX., of St.
Girard, in his "Topics of the Town," in the PhilaPaul's adventures with the Ephesians and of their
delphia Public Ledger, rises to remark:
"I said the other day that various grains with the devotion to their tutelary goddess Diana, is familiar
human food equivalent of 70,000,000 bushels of to all.
The invading Goths destroyed city and temple in
wheat annually go into American liquor. That
·262 A. D. A smaller temple arose on the site, but
would feed about 14,000,000 persons for a year.
"But .of all the grain consumed in the United was destroyed by zealous Christians. Tradition restates, the barley, rye and corn converted into ale, lates that some of the columns of the great temple
beer and whisky are much the most profitable for were taken to Constantinople and may be seen today supporting the dome of St. Sophia.
Uncle Sam.
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IMITATION CUT FINGER.
A cardboard finger.
bandaged
carefully
with linen, and the
side and en d are
blood-stained. W be n
you slip it on your
finger and show it to
,vour friends, Just giTe.
a groan or two, nurse It up, and pu11 a look
ot pain. You w!ll get nothing but sym·
sathy until you give them the laugh. Then
uck ! i;rlce lOc. each, postpaid.
Wol.11' :Novelty Co .. 168 W. 2Sd St., N. Y.

BLUE·

The working or this trick la verv ens:v,
most startling and myst!!ying. Glve the
case and three pencils to any one in yonr
n ndience with !nstructlons to place any
pencil In the case point upward and to
close case and put the remaining two pen·
You now take the
ells !n bis pocket.
case with the pencil In it and can tell
n·ha t color It Is. Directions bow to work
t.Jie trick with each set.
Price 25 cts. each by mall. postpa!j!.
\Your No\'elty Co .• 168 w. 23rl st .• N. Y.

THE PRIZE FORD JOKE.
Looks llke tt
story- book, b u t
It contains a cap
and a trigger.
The moment
yo u r Innocent
friend opens the
book to read the
Interesting story
h e expects-Pop! 'Bang I The
explosion 13
b u t
harmless,
will make him
think the Germans are after
him.
Price 35 cents
ench by mall.
postpaid.
Vollf ,·ovelty Co
i6g W. 23d St.,

STEEL DISC GUN.
This gun bas a powspring,
steel
erful
which shoots a disc
from 150 to 200 feet
In the air. With each
gun we send fifteen
discs, containing dlf·
a s
sayings.
ferent
"Kl•s me, kiddo. nothing makes me sick,"
"My. you look good. let's get acquainted,"
"Put a damper on your jaw tac:rle," "I lub
m:v railer gal, but oh, you Chocolate Drops,"
"_Say, old man, pay me them two bits," etc.
'\. oung folks are delighted n-lth them. Each
gun packed In a box with 15 discs.
Price complete, l~ cent": 3 for 30 cents;
1 dozen, Sl; sent by parcel post. prepaid.
Wolff No•·elty Co .• 168 W . 23d St., N. Y.

N. Y.

RUBBER SCCKEB.

l\IAGIC CA.RD BOX.-A very cleverly made
box ot exchanging or vanl•h!ng cards. ln fact,
any number ot tricks ot this character can be
pertormed by !t. A Tery necessary magical
Price, 15c.
accessory.
FBANK SMITH. 883 Lenox An., .N. "f.

Rubber Vacuum Suckers
Dishes and
novelty out!
the table, cups to· ehe
Put one under a glass
nnd then try to llft it. You can't. Lots of
fun. Always put It on a smooth surface
and wet the rubber. Many other tricks
cnn be nccon.pllsbed with this novelty.
Price 12 cts. each by mall. postpntd.
C. BEHR, 150 ,V. G2d Street, N. Y.
The

latest

plate~ will stick to
~uucet·s like 1;lue.

THE SPOTTER CARD TRICK.
Tbe performer ex.bibits a die. 'l'be ace
of sp:ules anti five curds are now taken
from a pack. '.l'be ace of spades ls thoroughly shuffled with the other cards.
w!ticl! are then placed down lu n row on
the table. The die ts now tbrown, nnd
as if embodied with superhuman Intel·
ligence. the exact position or the Ace is !n<'licated. Without touching tbe die, the performer picks up the cards, gives them R
complete shuffle and agnln eprends them
out. The die Is rolled as before by any
person, and is seen to como lo a stop with
the Jorattng numher upprrmost. The rnrd
Is turned over and !ound to correspond. In
pnRition. Prke. 15c po<tpaid.
H. F. LAXG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

,TIIE A)IUSEillENT WHEEL
Tbis ban d some
wheel, 7%, Inches in

circumference.

con-

tains concealed num·
ilers from 0 to 100.

~·hee1 ¥~~~nfhe ~:n:
8

terpost the numl>ers
revolve rapidly, but
only one appears at
the circular open·
Ing w hen w bee l
stops spinning. It
can be made to stop
Instantly by pressing tbe regulator at slue.
You can guess or bet on the number that
w!ll appear, the one getting the highest
You might get 0, 5 or
number winning.
100. Price. 15 cents; 3 for 40 cents, mall!'d,
postpaid.
.C. BEIIR. 15<! W. 62d Street, N. Y.

GOLD PLATED COMBINATION SET,
Gold plated combination set. with tur·
quolse stone. Price lOc. each by mall, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
CACIIOO AND ITCH POWDER.
As Itch powder, Cacboo and Bombs are
unmallable, we cannot accept orders for less
than One Dollar's worth ot an assortment.
They can be sent by express only, on which
we wlll prepay the charges.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St .. N. Y.
POCKET SAVINGS BANK.
.A. perfect little bank, handsomely nickel
plated. Holds just five dollars (50 dime~).
It cannot be opened until the bank Is full;
when it can be readily emptied nncl relocked,
rend:v to be again refilled. Everv parent
should see that their children have a small
savings bank. as the early habit of saying
their dimes Is ot the greatest Importance.
Habits formed in early Jlfe are seldom forgotten in later years. Price of this little
bank, lOc.: 3 for 25c., malled, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.

2 to $500 EACH paid tor bunclreils ol
old Colas. Keep AJ,L money elated he·
fore 1895 and send Ten cents for New
Illustrated Coin Yi;lue Book. size 4x7.
It may mean your Fortune. CLARKE
COIN Co., Box 95, Le Roy, N. Y.

$

THE ELK IIEAD PUZZLE.
J'ust out and one of the
most fascinating puzzles on
the market. 'rhe stunt ls to
separate the antlers and re.loin them. It looks eas~-. hut
try it and you n-ill admit that
it ls without exception the best puzzle ~- ou
have ever seen. You can't lecn·e It alone.
Made of silvered metal. !'rice 12c.; 3 for
30c., sent by mall. postpald.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 6~ Street, N. Y.

i

TH'& SPIDER WEB PUZZLE.
A rnry interesting lit·
tie puzzle. It consists
of a heavily nickeled
Rlate and brass ring.
Tl.le object Is to get
tbe ring from the •hie
to the center and back.
This ls very barcl, but
directions
give
we
ma king it easy. Price,
10 cents each, by mall,
postpaid.
FRANK Si\IITII,
383 Lenox Ave .. N. Y.
LAUGHABLE EGG TRICK.
'l'his ls the funniest
Irick ever exhibited and
always prod aces roars
of laughter. 'l'be per·
former says to the audl.ence that be requires
some eggs for one ot
bis experiments. As no
spectator carries any,
be calls n!s assistant, taps him on top of
the head, he (l;ags, and an egg comes out of
his mouth. '.Ibis ls repealecl until six eggs
are produ ced. It Is an easy trick to perform, once you know ltow, and always
makes a bit. Directions given for working
It. Price, 25 cents by mall. postpaid.
Woll!' Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St •• N. Y.
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"RNOCK-OUT" CARD TRICK.-Flve cards

are shown, front and bo.clc, and there are no
two cards alike. You place some of them in a
handkerchief and ask any person to hold thftm
by the corners in full view of the audience.
You now take the rcmatnlng cards and request
anyone to I"Jame any card shown. This done,
you repeat the name o! the card and state
that you w111 cause it to invisibly JeaYe your

band and pass Into the handkerchief, where It

will be found among the other cards. At the
word "Go!" you show that the chosen card
bas vanished, leaving absolutely only two
cards. The handkerchief ts unfolded by anl'
person, and tn It ts f9und the identical card.

Recommended ver:v highly. Price lOc. each
by mall, postpaid.
'Wolff No\'elty Co .. 168 '\V, 23d St .• N. Y.

AUTOMATIC COPYING PENCIL.
'.!'he Importance of
carrying

e!!!!!!t

<W'!'!!I

Q

a

good

re-

ue

all.

liable pencil need not
be dwelt u:ion here.
It ta an ab1olute ae ..
ceulty

with

The holder or this pencil la beautifully
::ilckeled with irrooved box-wood hirndle, rrlv·
lng a tlrm grip in writing; the pencil a.uto-

mo.t!cal!y supplies the lead a1 needed while
a box ot theee long leads are given with each
pencil. The writing ot this pencil Is lndellbl8
the aame ae Ink, and thus can be used in
writing letters, addressing envelopes, etc.
Btlls ot account or tnvolcea made out wtth
thta penctl can be copted the same ae tt copying Ink was used. It lo the h.andle•t pencil

't~ ~!1e p Tia~~~~~ :Yif 1: ev~~t r!:~~~r:v:r ~~~~~
8

0

and Just the thing to carry.
Price of pencil, wltb box of lend• complete, onl.1
lDo.; a for 26c.; une dozen 90c. poatp&!d.
C. BEIIR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.

Hold discs In each hand and twist tbe

~~·~\~{fJ ~bo~~l~cf'~fm~~-e ~~e:r~g,?e ~~~

l1and~ apnrt, pulling on th0 cli~cs and
causing the strings to nntwi8t. 'rills w!ll
rotate the wheel and cun"e lhe sparks to
Jly. 'l'he continued rotation of the wbeel
will ngain twist the strings . When this
lwisl!ng commences slack0n the strings
~~fi~t:y until tbey abe full . twisted. then

Price 25 ct• ea~h h;v mnll. nostpnirl .
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St •• New York Clty,

IMITATION GIANT DIAl\IONDl!I.
Diamond rings or studs of
half-lnch and one Inch In diameter are heard of In stories
only. We have them Imitated
by prodigious sparkling stones
which will deceive tbe glance
ot any spectator. Price, by
mail. postpaid, small size, 25c eacb; large
size, 35c eacb.
H. F. LIL."IG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
TIIE CREEPING l\IOUSE.
This is the latest novelty out. The mouse
Wben
ls or a very natural appearance.
placed upon a mirror, wall. window or any
other smooth surface, It will creep slowlJ
downward without leaving the perpendicular surface. It Is furnished wltb an ad·
heslve gum-roll underneath wblcb makes
It stick. Yery amusing to botb young and
old. Price. t en cents by nlBll.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y,
ELECTRIC

TWO-CARD MONTE.
Tbls famous trick gets tbem
all. You pick up a card and
when you look at It you find
you hnven't got tbe card you
,
1
thought you had.
• fo 11
Price lOc, by mall, postpaid .
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
CHANGING CARD.
Tbe
One card Is shown.
performer passes bis band
over It and changes the card
trom a jack of spades to a
seven of hearts. The second
time he blows on the card
and changes It to a queen of
clubs. Quite easy to perform.
Price lOc, by mall, postpaid,
with direction s .
H. F. LANG. 1815 C~ntre St .•
Brooklyn, N. Y.

!llKADO
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PAPEL BLANCO.
Four cards are placed In a
One card Is removed
bat.
and tbe balance are now
sbown to be changed to
blank cards. The cards can
be tborougbly examined.
Price lOc, by mall, po s tpaid.
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
•

BLOCK PUZZLE.
Imported from J apao.
This neat little puzzle
consists of six strangely
cut pieces of wblte wood
unassembled. The trick
Is to so assemble tbe
blocks as to form a six·
point cross. Price 12c,
by mail, postpaid.
H. F. LANG. 1815 Cen·
tre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

WILLARD-JOHNSON PRIZE-l'IOHT
PlJZZLE.
Four st rips or cardboard.
each three Inches by one
and a half in ches , sbo\Y·lng
'
Willard and .Johnson In
postures.
absurd
various
· The solution In the puzzle
lies In qo arrdnglng the
strips tbat they sbow Wlllara In the complete picture, tbe heavy·
Price, lOc, by mall,
weight champion.
postpaid. with directions.
FRANK SJIIITH. SSS Lenox A.,.e., N. Y.

k~

THE TANTALIZER PUZZLE.
Consists of one borl·
zontal and one perpendicular piece of hlgbly pol·
!shed m etal bent In such
NUT AND BOLT PUZZLE.
a manner that wbeu asA very Ingenious puzzle.
It seems utterly Impos s ible '-" iret
consisting of a nnt and sembled
tbem apart, but by following the dlnoctlon•
bolt with a ring fastened it
easily accomplished. Thi s one Is
very
is
on tbe sbank, wblcb canbrain twister. Price IOc, by mall. po3t·
not he removed unless the apaid,
directions.
with
nut ls removed. Tbe question ls bow to reC. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St.. New York CitJ.
move tbe nut. Prke, 15c, by mall. postpaid.
FRANK Sl\llTH, 883 Lenox Ave., N. Y.
PHANTOM CARDS •
From five cards three
•~"r .
JAPANESE BANK PUZZLE.
• ' · ~ are mentally selected by
Bullt . up of a large
one, placed under an
an:v
v
.:...
number of grooved
handkerchief,
ordinary
~
Very
pieces of wood.
r withdraws two
performe
~
•
difficult to take apart.
cards. the ones not •e·
. ·.
and very dltflc1tlt to put
• , lecterl: the performer lntogether. It can be so
vit e8 any one to remove
dissected as to make a
bank of It and wh en re- the other two. and to the grPat astonishment
assembled would defy of all tl1e;v bave actually disnppearPd. No
tbe most Ingenious bank slelgbt-of· hnnd. Recommendecl ns the most
burglar outside of prison. Price 85c, by lngen\oTis car dtrlck ever Invented. Price
lOc, by mall.
mall, postpaid.
C. BEIIR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
FRANK Sl\llTH, 883 Lenox Avt'., N. V

READ THIS ONE!

"Movine Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS

PRICE 6c PER COPY
m...._
PRICE 6c PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF!
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers!
OUT EVERY FRIDAY
READING
OF
32 PAGES
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits and Biographies of Actor& and Actresses
Six · Stories of the Best Films on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the Films
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios. and while Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!
Its authors are the very best that money can procure; its profuse illustratiom; are exquisite, and its special arti'
cles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, 166 West 23d Street, New York City

-WILD WEST WEEKLY
-LATEST ISSUES748 Young Wild West's Cowtioy Circus: or. Fun at the Mlntn111
Camp~

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on
receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps.
NOTICE-Th e following number• PRICE SIX CENTS.
749 Young Wild West At Pike's Peal<: or. Arletta's Strange Dls750
751
752
753
754
755

756

757
758
759

y:J'J'; W~~e.West's
0

Six Shots, and the Change They Made At
Dead Man's Mark.
Young Wild West At the Lithe Big Horn; or, The Last Stand
of the Cavalry.
Young Wild West's Big Bluff; or, Playing A Lone Rand.
Young Wild West At Bowle Bend; or, The Ban of the Bandit
Hand.
.
Young Wild w~st's Ton of Gold; or. The Accident to Arletta
Young Wild West's Green Corn Dance; or. A Lively Time
With the Pawnees.
Young Wild West and the Cowboy King: or, Taming A Texa•
'"rerror ...
Young Wild West's Pocket o! Gold; or, Anetta's Great Discovery .
Young Wlld West and "Shawnee Sam"; or, The Half-Breed's
Treachery.
Y~:a'lan~I~~ West's Covered Trail: or, Arletta and the

760 Young Wlld West and the Diamond Dagger; or. The Mexl·
can Girl's Revenge.
761 Y°a~~foo~i.~? West at Silver Shine; or, A Town Run. by "Ten·
762 Young Wild West Surrounded by Sioux; or. Arletta and the
Aeronaut.
763 Young Wild West and the "Puzzle of the Camp" ; or. The
1
Girl Wbo Owned the Gulch.
764 Young Wild West and the Mustangers: or, The Boss of the
Broncho BuRters.
765 Young Wild West A!teor the Apa cbeR; or, Ari etta' s Arizona
Adventure.
766 Young Wild West Routing the Robbers : or , Saving Two
Million Dollars.
767 Young Wild West at Rattlesnake Run; or, Ari etta 's Deal
With Death.
768 Young Wild West' s Winning Streak; or, A St r aigh t Trail to
Tomh~tonc.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of pri ce 6 cents per copy, in money or post age stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publishe.-,

:68 West 23 r'

<;;•

N. Y.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK.; NUMBERS
our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and fill
in your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y.
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OUR

TEN-CENT

HAND

NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
No, 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A comDRE~I BOOK.-Contuinlng the great' oracle
plete hand-book for making all kinds o!
ot human destiny; also the true meaning of candy, ice, cream, syrups, eS"Sences, etc., etc.
almost any kind o! dreams, together with
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL,
charms, ceremonies, and curious games of -One o! the brightest and most valuable
cards.
little books ever given to the world. EveryNo. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-Tbe gr.eat body wishes to know how to become beautibook o! magic and card tricks, contalnmg !ul, both male and female. Tbe secret ts
full instru ction on all the leading carQ. tricks simple, and almost costless.
of the day, also the most popular magic~
No. 20. now TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEmusions as performed by our l_eading magi- NING PARTY.-A complete compendium of
cians; every boy should obtatn a copy of games, sports, card diversions, comic recltathis rook.
t!ons, etc.. suitable tor parlor or drawingNo, 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-Tbe arts an.d room entertainment. It contains more for
wiles of flirtation are fully explained by this the money than any book published.
little book. BeRides the vnrious methods of
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
handkerchief, fan, glove, parasol. window most complete hunting and fishing guide
and bat filrtation, it contains a full list of ever published. It contains !ul! instructions
the Jan~uage and sentiment of flowers.
about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping
No '- HOW TO DANCE is the title of and fishing, together with description ot
this iittle book. It contains tun Instructions game and fish.
in the art of dancing, etiquette In the ballNo, 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.room and at parties, bow to dress, and full He!ler's second sight explained by his fordirections for calling off In all popular mer assistant, Fred Hunt. Jr. Exwaining
square dances.
how the secret dialogues were carried on beNo. 5. HO\V TO JllAKE LOVE.-A com- tween the . magician and the boy on the
lete
guide
to
Jove,
courtship
and
marriage,
stage;
also giving all the codes and signals.
P
"I d ·
I
d ti
tt t
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.giving sensiu e a vice, ru es an e que e 0 This little book gives the explanation to an
be observed, with many curious and interest· kl d
f d
Ing things not generally known.
n s o
reams, to1rether with lucky and
No. &. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE. unlucky days.
4
--Oiving full instruction for the use of
No. 2 . HOW T6 WRITE LETTERS TO
dumbbells Indian clubs, parallel bars, hori- GENTLEJllEN.-Containlng full instructions
zontal ba;s and various other methods of for writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
1
d b Ith
Je · contain
No. 25- HOW TO BECOME A GYlllNAST.
develop ngiatgooi!I' eati Y muse "
- -Containing full instructions for all kinds
Ing over s x Y
ustra ons.
ot gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIBDS.-Hand- Embracing thirty-five !llustrations. :Sy Proeomely 1Jlustrated and containing full in- fessor w. Macdonald.
structi.ons for the management and training
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL A.ND
of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-Ful!y mustrated. Full
bird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
instructions are given In this little book, toNo. 9, .. HOW TO BECOJ\IE A VENTRILO- getber with instructions on swim.ming and
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every lntelll- riding, companion sports to boating.
gent boy reading this book of instructions
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
can master the art, and creatde any amlsoutbnt OF RECJTATIONS.-Containing the most
of tun for himself and frien s. 1 t
e popular selections In use, comprising "Dutch
greatest book ever published.
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dlaNo 10. HOW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self- lect pieces, together with many standard
defense made easy. Containing over thirty readings.
11Justratlons of guards, blows, and the differNo. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.ent position of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone is desirous of knowing what his
should obtain one of these useful and in- tuture Jlfe will bring forth, whether bappistructlve books, as it will. teach you how to neS"B or misery, wealth o r poverty. You can
box without an instructor.
tell by a glance at this llttle book. Buy one
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be convinced. .
T ERS.-A most complete llttle book, containNo. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVEN!ng tull directions for writing love-letters, TOR.-Elvery boy should know bow invenand when to use them. giving specimen let- tlons originated. This book explains them
ters for young and old.
all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics,
No. 12 HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics,
LADIES .-Givlng complete instru ctions for etc.
writing letters to ladies on all s ubjects; also
No. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most
letters of Introduction, notes and requests.
Instructive books on cooking ever publlshed.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF It contains recipes !or cooking meatR, fish,
ETIQUETTE.-It ts a great life secret, and game, and oysters; also pies, pudding's,
one that every young man desires to know cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
all about.· There's l1appiness in it.
~oJlppHnn of TPPipeo,.
•
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on rece tpt of price, lOc. per copy,
No. 1.

0

FRANK TOUSE:', Publisher,

No. Sl.

BOOKS

HOW TO BECOl\IE A SPEAKER..-Containing fourteen IJJustrat!ons, givln·g the different positions requisite to become a good speaker, reader and elocutionist.
Also containing gems from all tbe popular
a uthors of prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.Co11taining Instructions for beginners, choice
A
~fo~~.lete book. Full o! practical 11lustra-

ot a machine, hints on training, etc.

No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAlllES.-A complete and useful little book, containing the
rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
N0
• 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS
-Containing all the leading conundrumR ot
the day, amusing riddles, curious catches
and witty sayings.
.,...
No . 38. HOW TO BECOl\IE YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing
useful and practical information in the treatment of ordinary diseases and e.Uments common to every family . Aboundl.ng in u~eful
and effective recipes for general complain t s.
No. 39. HOW TO RA.ISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A useful
~~ instructive book. Handsomely UJustratNo. 40.
HOW TO MAKE AND SET
TRAPS.-Includlng hints on how to catc h
moles, weasels, otter, rats. squirrels and
birds. Also how to core skins. Copiously
illustrated.
No. u. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
JllEN'S JOKE BOOK.- Containing a great
var.l ety of the latest joke.. used by the most
famous end men. No amateur minstrels is
complete without this wonderful little book .
No. 42 . THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUJllP SPEAKER.-Containing a varied a s sortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end men's Jokes. Just the
thing tor home amusement and amateur
shows.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOl\IB A MAGICIAN.
-Containing the grandest assortment or
magical illusions ever pl aced before the
publlc. Also tricks with c_a rds, incantations,
etc.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUJU.-A grand collection of Album Verses
suitable for any time an<l occasion, embracIng Lines ot Love, Affection . Sentiment, Humor, Respect, and Condolence, also Verses
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK 1\ITNSTREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.- Something new and very instructive. Every boy
should obtain this book, as It contains full
Instructions for organizing an amateur min·
strel trouoe.
or 3 for 25c., In money or postage stamp•, OJ
168 West 23d St~ N. Y.

